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ABSTRACT 
Master’s Thesis 

Israel in South Caucasus: Security and Energy Challenges 
 

Namık TANRIBAKAN 
 

Dokuz Eylül University 
Institute of Social Sciences 

Department of International Relations 
International Relations Program  

 
 

In a world where there is only a limited source of energy, many developed 

and developing countries desperately seek cheaper, stable and reliable alternative 

sources for their economies. In this regards, it might be quite sensible to expect that 

numerous future disagreements and conflicts would take place over energy 

resources unless humanity finds alternative energy technologies.  

 

Until recently, the Gulf region with its vast energy resources was one of the 

primary energy sources. But, the problematic and rather complicated political 

dynamics of the region has always had potential to cause stability, consistency and 

reliability problems for consumer states. Through the last two decades the 

Caucasus emerged as an excellent alternative for those states in the region such as 

Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Egypt. Many countries like Russia, the US and their 

allies are in rivalry to become more influential in Caucasus and to gain access to 

rich energy resources of the region. This situation is called ‘The New Great Game’ 

by Lutz Kleveman. With its desperate need for alternative energy sources Israel is 

part of this game. 

 

Israel’s main interest in the region lies on Azerbaijan’s vast energy sources. 

Through its influence in Azerbaijan, Israel hopes to benefit from natural resources of 

the region. BTC and Blue Stream pipelines have great importance for Israeli 

interests in the region. Especially, BTC – having Western support, has a strategic 

meaning. Both Georgia and Azerbaijan have a positive attitude towards the 

presence of Israel in South Caucasus, because they hope that close relations with 

Israel will give a chance to build closer economic and political relations with the 

West 
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In the recent years, there were regional conflicts in Nagorno-Karabakh and 

South Ossetia in Caucasus. These conflicts have the potential to pose risks for the 

flow of oil through BTC-which might cause negative results for the energy security of 

Israel. 

 

In this thesis, energy security concerns of Israel which affect its foreign policy 

formulations on the South Caucasus will be studied. Particularly, Azerbaijani-Israeli 

relations will be reviewed since Azerbaijan is considered to be a pivot country for 

Israel to reach to vast energy resources of Caucasus. Two major energy pipelines -

BTC and Blue Stream- will be analyzed from Israel’s point of view. And finally two 

regional conflicts –Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia- will be analyzed to 

answer the question whether they can cause burden on Israeli energy security. 

  

Key Words : 1) Energy Security, 2) Israel, 3) Energy Pipelines 
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Güney Kafkasya’da İsrail: Güvenlik ve Enerji Tehditleri  
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Sınırlı miktarda enerji kaynaklarına sahip dünyamızda pek çok gelişmiş ve 

gelişmekte olan ülke ekonomileri için yoğun biçimde daha ucuz, istikrarlı ve güvenilir 

alternatif enerji arayışı içindedir. Bu bakımdan, ileride ortaya çıkabilecek pek çok 

anlaşmazlık ve çatışmanın insanlık yeni enerji teknolojileri üretmedikçe mevcut 

enerji kaynakları üzerinde olacağını tahmin etmek oldukça mantıklı olacaktır. 

 

Yakın zamana kadar Körfez bölgesi, zengin enerji kaynakları ile önde gelen 

enerji kaynaklarından sayılıyordu. Ancak, bölgenin problemli ve hayli karmaşık 

dinamikleri alıcı ülkeler için istikrar, tutarlılık ve güvenirlik problemleri yaratmak için 

her zaman belli bir potansiyele sahip olmuştur. Geçtiğimiz 20 yıllık süreçte Kafkaslar 

bölgesi Körfez bölgesindeki Irak, Kuveyt, Suudi Arabistan ve Mısır gibi ülkelere 

karşılık mükemmel bir alternatif olarak ortaya çıkmıştır. Rusya, ABD ve onların 

müttefikleri gibi pek çok ülke Kafkaslarda daha etkin olabilmek uğruna çetin bir 

rekabete girişmiş bulunmaktadırlar. Bu durum Lutz Kleveman tarafından ‘Yeni 

Büyük Oyun’ olarak adlandırılmaktadır. Alternatif enerji kaynaklarına olan büyük 

ihtiyacıyla İsrail bu oyunun bir parçasıdır. 

 

İsrail’in bölgedeki asıl ilgisi Azerbaycan’ın sahip olduğu büyük enerji 

kaynakları üzerindedir. BTC ve Mavi Akım projeleri İsrail’in bölgedeki çıkarları 

açısından önemlidir. Özellikle BTC boru hattı elde ettiği Batı desteğiyle stratejik bir 

öneme sahiptir. Hem Gürcistan hem de Azerbaycan İsrail’in bölgedeki varlığı 

konusunda olumlu bir tutum içindedir. Çünkü bu ülkeler İsrail ile yakın ilişkilerin 

kendilerine Batı ile daha yakın ekonomik ve politik ilişkiler kurmada yardımcı 

olacağını değerlendirmektedirler. 
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Yakın zamanda Kafkaslarda Dağlık Karabağ ve Güney Osetya’da bölgesel 

çatışmalar meydana gelmiştir. Bu çatışmaların BTC boru hattı üzerinden petrol 

taşınmasına zarar verme potansiyeli vardır ve böyle bir gelişmenin İsrail’in 

güvenliğine zarar verme riski söz konusudur. 

 

Bu çalışmada, İsrail’in Güney Kafkaslarla ilgili politikalarının şekillenmesi 

üzerinde etkili olan enerji güvenliği konuları ele alınacaktır. Özellikle, Azerbaycan-

İsrail ilişkileri incelenecektir; çünkü Azerbaycan İsrail’in bölgedeki geniş enerji 

kaynaklarına ulaşmasına yardımcı olabilecek bir mihver ülke olarak 

değerlendirilmektedir. İki büyük enerji boru hattı –BTC ve Mavi Akım- İsrail’in bakış 

açısı dikkate alınarak değerlendirilecektir. Son olarak iki bölgesel çatışmanın –

Yukarı Karabağ ve Güney Osetya- analizi yapılacak ve bu çatışmaların İsrail’in 

enerji güvenliğine dair sorun yaratıp yaratmayacağı sorusu cevaplandırılmaya 

çalışılacaktır. 

 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler : 1) Enerji Güvenliği, 2) İsrail, 3) Enerji Boru Hatları  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 The end of Cold War changed many dynamics in the world politics. The 

traditional definition of security which is limited with military threats became 

obsolete. In the new security environment, there is need to discuss issues like 

international terrorism, climate changes, human rights violations, use of WMD, 

religious fundamentalism, secure energy sources and fresh water energy supplies. 

 

 There is an enormous literature on security. But, studies focusing on ‘energy 

security’ seem relatively lacking. Energy security studies constitute a recent branch 

of security studies. Because awareness about depletion of primary resources like 

stable energy supplies has only increased following the geopolitical changes after 

the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 19911.  

 

This study aims to analyze Israel’s interest in the South Caucasus, 

particularly emphasizing ‘energy security’. In the post-Cold War era, Caucasus 

became a pivotal region for many major powers where they all try to increase their 

influence to reach to rich energy resources of the region. This rivalry is called ‘The 

New Great Game’ by Lutz Kleveman2. Kleveman uses the term to describe the 

rivalry between the Western bloc and a weakened Russia for the control of Eurasia 

and its energy resources. Israel is one of the players in this new game as part of the 

Western bloc. This thesis on ‘Israel in South Caucasus: Security and Energy 

Challenges’ is analyzed because the studies reviewing Israel’s energy security 

concerns have been considered rather limited in scope and number when compared 

to those analyses focusing on energy security concerns of great powers like the US, 

EU, Russia, China, India and Japan. Though it is a small country both in size and 

population, Israel is economically, technologically and military wise a rather strong 

country in its vicinity3. Thus, any study focusing on Israel’s energy security concerns 

especially in relation to South Caucasus –as a newly emerging alternative energy 

source for the remaining global energy reserves- would be expected to contribute 

greatly to the literature on energy security studies.   
                                                 
1 Alexander Murinson, ‘Azerbaijan-Turkey-Israel Relations: The Energy Factor’, MERIA, Volume 12, 
No. 3 - September 2008, Article 4 of 7, p. 95. 
 

2 Lutz Kleveman, The New Great Game: Blood and Oil in Central Asia, Grove Press, New York, 
2003, p.123. 
3 Israel is geographically part of the Middle East which has been home for major disruptions and 
political turmoil due to energy-connected political rivalries of major powers since the beginning of the 
20th century. 
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The huge energy potential of the Caspian basin played an important role in 

formulating the Israeli interest in the region through the post-Cold War era. Like 

many energy poor countries in the world, Israel tries to enrich and increase the 

number of its energy suppliers. This is an important rule of energy security concept 

which preconditions that nations have the access to sustainable energy resources 

with reasonable prices from alternative energy sources. In Churchill’s words: ‘The 

key to oil supply security is diversity, diversity and diversity only.’4 Caucasus means 

a great potential for Israel’s energy needs and provides realistic opportunities to 

diversify its energy sources. 

 

a. The Aim of the Study 
 

After the break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Caucasus region arose as 

an additional energy source for both developed and developing economies as an 

alternative to the Middle Eastern countries. Through the post-Cold War era, 

Caucasus once again became a region open for political and economic rivalry of the 

US, Russia and their allies. Each of these powers seeks to increase its influence in 

the region to gain easier access to vast energy resources of the area. Israel is one 

of these countries. With its developed but energy-poor economy, Israel desperately 

needs energy alternatives to supply its economy.  

 

The aim of this study is to analyze Israel’s energy security concerns in the 

South Caucasus in relation to the vast energy potential of the region and to focus on 

the way Israeli foreign policy making is affected depending on its energy 

expectations from the region –especially considering the regional conflicts Nagorno-

Karabakh and South Ossetia and the potential risks they can impose on energy 

security of the region. After defining the term ‘energy security’, geopolitical 

approaches to energy security is reviewed. It’s argued that Israel’s interest in South 

Caucasus can be explained through geopolitical realism. It’s considered that 

geopolitical approach provides the best understanding about Israel’s regional policy. 

In this regard, it is argued that energy security concerns of Israel, particularly 

relations with Azerbaijan, affect its regional strategy. Because, Azerbaijan with its 

                                                 
4 Daniel Yergin, ‘Energy Security and Markets’, Energy and Security: Toward a New Foreign Policy 
Strategy, Eds. Jan H. Kalicki and David L. Goldwyn. Washington DC: Woodrow Wilson Center Press; 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005, p. 213. 
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vast energy resources has a unique importance for Israel in this geography. 

Particularly the BTC pipeline is the main route for energy transportation to Israel. 

 

Regional conflicts in Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia have the 

potential to pose risks for security of the BTC pipeline which would be intolerable by 

Israeli economy. Israel aims to sell Azerbaijani oil to Asian countries through 

additional pipelines besides the BTC. It seems that the BTC is the first step for a 

comprehensive future energy project. The geopolitical situation in Caucasus, Israeli-

Azerbaijani relations, the BTC and Blue Stream pipelines and Israel’s future plans 

about these pipelines, Nagorno-Karabakh and  South Ossetia conflicts in the region 

are all important issues for Israel’s energy security concerns. 

 

The main argument of this study is that the South Caucasus has the potential 

to supply secure energy sources to energy dependent-Israel in the post-Cold war 

era following the collapse of the Soviet Union. In parallel lines the research question 

in this study is ‘Why is Israel interested in South Caucasus?’. The facts that Israel 

does not have a common border with Caucasus and the region is quite away from 

the region do not decrease the importance of Caucasus for Israel. It can be 

discussed that Israel’s interest in the Caucasus is widely unnoticed by academicians 

but such a case would add to the uniqueness of this study. Because, this study 

hopes to fill the gap and contribute to better understanding of energy security 

studies focusing mainly on Israel’s energy security concerns in the South Caucasus. 

 

b. The Limits of the Study 
 
Israel’s interest in the Caucasus has many dimensions such as political, 

cultural, economical, security, historical. This thesis only focuses on energy security. 

 
c. The Method and Plan of the Study 
 
In this thesis, secondary resources are used for literature survey. In the first 

chapter, a conceptual and theoretical framework is given. The Chapter One includes 

a definition of energy security concept and geopolitical approaches to energy 

security. The aim is underlining the importance of energy security in a world where 

consumers increase their demand day by day but the total reserves for energy 
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remain stable or even diminish. A brief lineage of the conceptual evolution of ‘energy 

security’ is given and how the concept ‘energy security’ has been developed through 

security studies is analyzed. The two prominent international security and economic 

organizations; the EU and NATO’s definitions of energy security are discussed. An 

academic literature evolving around political and economic aspects of energy 

security are analyzed. The academic weaknesses of economic perspectives – which 

only focus on economic variables and neglect the political constituents of energy 

security- of energy security are compared to those of political perspectives of energy 

security. Political economy literature is part of the studies on political perspectives of 

energy security. It is divided between two policy options either using military force or 

foreign policy instruments to secure energy resources. Concerning Israel’s energy 

security, it’s discussed to figure out which policy option would be more beneficiary 

for Israel. Through Chapter One, geopolitical approaches to energy security are also 

reviewed. First, the relation between geopolitics and energy security is discussed. 

It’s argued that in a world where there is scarcity in energy resources, nation-states 

no more show the patience to abide with market rules. Instead a political rivalry 

takes place to gain access to rich energy resources of various geographies in the 

world. As a result, geopolitics becomes part of energy security studies. One of the 

questions to answer through this study is whether regional conflicts which cause 

instability in the South Caucasus would cause disruptions in the flow of energy to 

Israel. Through an analysis of theory of geopolitics, the reasons and policy options 

to handle this issue are discussed.  

 

The Chapter Two is about the analysis of the relation between Israel and the 

South Caucasus. Energy geopolitics of Israel is analyzed through a modern history 

of energy needs, and deals of Israel through the 1970s until today. Israel with its 

desperate need for foreign energy sources seems to have continuously struggled to 

find alternative energy producers to keep away from major disruptions in the flow of 

natural resources to its soil. The US is its closest partner to help it with its struggle 

against energy crises. Second, Israeli interest on the South Caucasus energy 

resources is reviewed. It’s underlined that the changing geopolitics in the Caucasus 

after the collapse of the Soviet Union enabled Israel to develop policies concerning 

the region. Israel’s interest in the region is formulated around its interest in vast 

energy resources of Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan is stressed as a pivot country for Israel 

to gain access to energy sources. 
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The Chapter Three is about energy security challenges for Israel. First an 

analysis of security environment of the South Caucasus is given to background. The 

BTC and Blue Stream pipelines which are crucial for Israeli energy security are 

analyzed. It’s emphasized that especially when these pipelines are further 

developed and extended to reach to Israeli port Eilat, they will play a vital role to 

supply Israel’s future energy needs. The two regional conflicts –Nagorno-Karabakh 

and South Ossetia- are analyzed.  Possible threats they can pose to the physical 

security of the pipelines are discussed. The regional conflicts in Nagorno-Karabakh 

and South Ossetia not only have the potential to risk the regional stability in the 

Caucasus but also for Europe and the wider international community.  It’s argued 

that these conflicts have a limited capacity to cause physical threats to the pipelines 

in the region but, political and economic stability in the region can be negatively 

affected and some future investment can be deterred through successive turmoil. 

The possible negative outcomes of these threats over Israeli energy security 

concerns in the South Caucasus are reviewed from this perspective. 

 

In The Conclusion part, it is suggested that the South Caucasus has the 

potential to supply secure energy sources to energy dependent-Israel in the post-

Cold war era following the collapse of the Soviet Union. When Israel’s highly 

problematic relations with its neighborhood is concerned, the vast energy supplies of 

the region presents a vital opportunity for Israel to use the region as a pivot area to 

diversify its energy supplies. Through the study, it is concluded that regional 

instability is the only tangible threat to pose risks for energy security of Israel in the 

region. Some state and non-state actors seem to wish regional instability in the 

region due to geopolitical concerns. As major powers in the region, Russia and Iran 

don’t want to see Western powers especially the EU, the US and Israel in the region 

because they fear that they might lose the region to these powers and give up their 

hegemonic influence. But, as further analyzed in the study, none of the major states 

would dare to cause physical harm to the BTC pipeline for fear of heavy 

repercussions of such an attempt. One branch of literature supports the view that 

military force should be used to solve energy security problems. The other 

perspective supports the view that a global and regional pro-active foreign policy 

should be pursued to solve energy security problems. In Israeli case, concerning its 

alternative policy options about Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia conflicts the 

latter perspective seems to be more effective and profitable for Israeli interests in 
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the region. It should be noticed by Israel that the highly complex multiethnic 

demographic structure in the region always has the potential to cause problems for 

the energy security in the Caucasus through political instabilities. So, Israel should 

pursue proactive foreign policies to prevent conflicts and establish good relations 

with the regional countries against the possibility that these conflicts might have 

negative effects on production and transportation of Caucasus energy resources. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK ON ENERGY AND  

SECURITY 
 

1.1. WHAT IS MEANT BY ‘ENERGY SECURITY’? 
 

Our world faces serious economic security challenges. The problem is 

caused by a growing population and growing need for resources in developed and 

developing countries. By the year 2030 the 6.5 billion population of the world is 

expected to reach to 8 billion and 95% of that increase will take place in developing 

countries. It won’t be a surprise to predict that young generations will require their 

standard of living at least maintained and if possible improved much more in the 

years ahead. Such a desire will mean dramatic increases in energy consumption 

rates since almost all economic and technological instruments are based on the use 

of oil and gas. The International Energy Agency expects that the energy demand will 

increase 50% by 2030 even if resources are efficiently used. A great majority of that 

increase (70%) will take place in the developing countries and these countries 

primarily use fossil fuels due to relatively much cheaper prices1. But despite such 

increases in demand, it’s a fact that the world has a limited source of natural 

resources. Today, energy production, transportation and consumption issues are 

becoming part of national security. The scarcity in energy resources leads to 

problems even military conflicts among states. Similar analyses make the ‘energy 

security’ issue a relevant topic for debate.  

  

 Nation-states’ concern over energy security dates back to first Winston 

Churchill’s decision to use oil instead of coal in the British Navy to continue its 

hegemony before the WW I.  At the time, energy security has become an important 

constituent of national security and strategy first time ever in history for nations. But 

such a change can be considered a rather bold movement. Because, Royal Navy 

decided not to use the secure coal from Wales but insecure oil supplies from Persia. 

Churchill received harsh criticisms because of his decision. But when asked he said 

‘safety and certainty in oil lie in variety and variety alone.2’ And in congruence with 

his remark, through the WW I, Allies invaded the Middle East for the vast resources 

                                                 
1 http://www.iea.org/subjectqueries/keyresult.asp?KEYWORD_ID=4139, (15.11.2009) 
 

2 Daniel Yergin, ‘Ensuring Energy Security’, Foreign Affairs, 2005, Volume 85, No. 2, p. 69. 
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of the region. Through the WW II, oil and remaining energy sources were even more 

important. One of the primary reasons for the Japanese attack on the US forces was 

the oil embargo by the US on Japan3. 

  

In 1973 and 1974 oil crises OPEC used its natural resources as a weapon 

against energy-poor Western countries. It was once again clear that energy security 

was one of the most important concerns of the security conceptualization of modern 

nation-states. 

  

 Following the end of Cold War, the energy security policies underwent 

through radical shifts. The ex-Soviet states in the Caspian basin emerged as new 

sources of energy supplies for the world market. Both the US and the EU which 

suffered from dependency on Middle Eastern natural resources in 1973-74 and 

1979 crises started to developed policies to increase their influence in the region to 

gain easier access to its highly rich energy supplies. Today, the world experiences a 

great power rivalry called ‘The New Great Game’ in the region.  By this term, the 

rivalry between the Western countries and Russia over gaining the initiative to 

control the vast energy potential of the Caspian basin is meant4. The two regional 

conflicts -Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia- in the South Caucasus which will 

be analyzed through this study are in fact part of this New Great Game rivalry. Israel 

is part of this great rivalry as one of the prominent allies of the Western world in the 

region. Through the study, the focus will be on Israel’s energy security and possible 

threats that can be caused by these regional disputes over the flow of energy 

sources from the South Caucasus to Israel. For Redgewell, insecurity for energy 

supplies can come from differing causes like ‘geopolitical instability, natural 

disasters, terrorism, poor regularity designs or lack of investments’.5 The focus of 

this study will be on regional instabilities or in other words, the geopolitical causes of 

energy insecurity. In today’s world, energy security/insecurity is one of the primary 

                                                 
3 Barry Barton, Catherine Redgewell, Anitta Ronne, Donald N. Zillman (Eds.), Energy Security: 
Managing Risk in a Dynamic Legal and Regulatory Environment, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
2004, p. 5. 
 

4  Lutz Kleveman, The New Great Game: Blood and Oil in Central Asia, Grove Press, New York, 
2003, p. 43. 
The term ‘Great Game’ was used in the 19th century to describe the power struggle between Tsarist 
Russia and United Kingdom to gain control over Afghanistan. Later, in the 20th century, the term is 
used to define the power struggle between the two great powers and their allies over controlling the 
natural resources of the Caspian basin. 
 

5 Catherine Redgewell, ‘International Energy Security’, in Barry Barton, Catherine Redgwell, Anitta 
Ronne and Donald N. Zillman, (eds.), Energy Security: Managing  Risk in a Dynamic Legal and 
Regulatory Environment, Oxford, New York, Oxford University Press, 2004, p. 57. 
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concerns of national security. In other words, oil dependency has great effects on 

constructing national security framework of modern nation states, and with the 

beginning of present century, energy security has been considered as ‘second only 

to national defense’6. Israel’s interest in the South Caucasus will be analyzed from a 

similar perspective. Energy security is part of the national security of Israel, and as 

will be discussed later, the energy resources of the region supply a great majority of 

Israel’s annual energy demand. 

 

 Literature on ‘energy security’ developed as part of security studies and 

though studies on energy security issues are relatively more recent -beginning in the 

mid 1970s- security studies date back to as early as 1945. The aim of security 

studies literature at the time was dealing with the problems of Cold War and nuclear 

weapons. Through security studies academicians were trying to understand military 

and technological threats that can pose a risk to national security. The concept of 

security has been debated since 1970s. Through this period it has undergone 

through a rather comprehensive formation and evolution process.  

 

Traditional understanding of security relies on the assumption that the 

referent object of security is the nation state and this state should be secured 

against aggressor states or other external threats. The security studies are based on 

the concept of security dilemma7. The impetus behind security dilemma is the 

anarchic nature of international system and the aggressive character of human 

beings. The classical realist academicians based their arguments about human 

nature on philosophical and religious premises. 
 

Buzan asserts that the term security should be used concerning the issues 

which are ‘staged as existential threats to referent objects by a securitizing actor 

who thereby generates endorsement of emergency measures beyond rules that 

would otherwise bind’8. This definition seems to be full of complicated academic 

terms but in fact it presents three elements: the concept of security, the nature of 

                                                 
6 Lee H. Hamilton ‘Foreword’ in Energy and Security: Toward a New Foreign Policy Strategy, 
(Eds.), Jan H. Kalicki and David L. Goldway, Washington D.C. Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 
Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press, 2005, p. 3. 
 

7 Security dilemma is the ever-present threat that outside states might use their power to launch an 
attack. 
8 Barry Buzan, “People States and Fear: The National Security Problem in the Third World”, 
in Abd al-Mun’im Mashshat (Ed.), National Security in the Third World, Boulder: Westview Press, 
1985, p. 5. 
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referent objects and the role of securitizing actors. Buzan further argues that 

security is defined to involve perceived threats to the survival of a valued referent 

object. The objects of such threats can be either territorial states or non-state actors 

like nations, tribes or classes or abstract principles like the rules of capitalist 

economy or even the nature itself when for example global environment is 

considered. Threats can be posed from numerous sources like states, social trends 

like rapid population growth or natural disasters like famine, drought or floods. 

These threats can be observed through numerous fields including economic, 

environmental, cultural and other political and military spheres. Buzan identifies five 

major constituents of security. These would be cited as ‘national security, military 

security, political security, societal security, economic security and ecological 

security.9’ 

 

As for national security it can be said that a nation is considered safe when it 

is able to protect its core values, has a desire to keep away from wars and when 

such a war is an inescapable threat, it’s able to win that war. Martin argues that a 

state has three components to deter a threat. These are territory, society and 

regime10. According to Buzan national security is the security of a whole 

sociopolitical entity. For Buzan ‘national security concerns the way of life of a self 

governing people, including their social, cultural, political and economic modes of 

organization and their right to develop themselves under their own rule’11. 
 

Stephen Walt underlines that the main focus of security studies is the 

phenomenon of war12.  It’s assumed through security studies that the use of military 

conflict between states is always a possibility. The use of military capabilities might 

have far reaching effects on states13. Nye and Lynn Jones define security studies as 

the study of threat, use and control of military force14. Through security studies 

certain conditions which make the use of force more likely are analyzed. In this 

                                                 
9 Barry Buzan, “People States and Fear…’, p.13. 
10 Lenore Martin, “Towards an Integrated Approach to National Security in the Middle 
East”, in Lenore Martin (Ed), New Frontiers in Middle East Security, New York: Palgrave, 2001, p. 
23. 
 

11 Barry Buzan, “People States and Fear…’, p.26. 
 

12 Stephen M. Walt, ‘The Renaissance of Security Studies’, International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 35, 
No. 2. (June, 1991), pp. 211-239. 
 

13 Hedley Bull, ‘Strategic Studies and Its Critics’, World Politics, 1968, pp.  593-605. 
    Levin Martin, ‘The Future of Strategic Studies’, Journal of Strategic Studies, 1980,  pp. 199-231. 
 

14 Joseph S. Nye, and S. Lynn-Jones, ‘International Security Studies: A Report of a Conference on the 
State of the Field’, International Security, 1988, pp. 5-27. 
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regards, how individuals, states and societies are affected from the use of force and 

states’ specific policies to prepare for, prevent or take part in war are examined. 

 

The security studies literature generally fits to realist paradigm in 

international relations and the importance of military power is specifically 

emphasized through the literature. But, it’s also accepted that military power is not 

the only constituent of national security. Brown argues that ‘new threats are 

emerging, threats which military forces cannot cope15’. It’s recognized both by 

academicians and politicians that military threats are not the only dangers states 

face today. As a result, security studies include issues like arms control, diplomacy, 

and crisis management which are known as ‘instruments of statecraft’. These new 

issues are still relevant to security studies because they all have direct or indirect 

relations with the concept of ‘war’. Stephen Walt in his analysis underlines that 

security studies will remain an active research area following the end of Cold War 

era. Because, the collapse of the Cold War order will create new policy problems 

and they all need to be solved. So, the scholarly agenda in security studies is 

expanding not shrinking16.  
 

Buzan17 and Brown18 suggest that the concept of security should be 

broadened by adding some nonmilitary topics like poverty, AIDS, environmental 

hazards, drug abuse and the like because these phenomena can also threaten 

states and individuals. Such a proposal means that military power on its own will not 

be enough to guarantee security. Because of this; nonmilitary issues deserve extra 

attention from politicians and academicians. By this logic, issues like pollution, 

disease, child abuse, economic recessions, and secure access to natural resources 

like oil, gas and water could be viewed as threats to ‘security’. 
 

Helga Hafterdorn’s classical definition of security as ‘the absence of a 

military threat or with the protection of the nation from external overthrow or 

attack.19’ seems to lack the nonmilitary issues cited by Buzan and Brown. Because, 

                                                 
15 Lester Brown, Redefining National Security, Worldwatch Paper, No.14, Washington DC, 
Worldwatch Institute, 1977, p. 5. 
16 Stephen M. Walt, ‘The Renaissance of Security …p. 239. 
 

17 Barry Buzan, “People States and Fear…’, p. 29. 
 

18 Michael E. Brown, ‘The US Manned Bomber and Strategic Deterrence in 1990s’, International 
Security, 1989, pp. 5-46, p.14. 
 

19 Helga Hafterdorn, ‘The Security Puzzle: Theory Building and Discipline Building in International 
Security,’ International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 35, No.1, 1991, pp. 3-17. 
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it excludes energy security and other non-military threats by definition. When 

compared to rather narrow traditional definition of Hafterdorn, Richard Ullman 

makes a broader definition of security: 

 

‘A threat to national security is an action or a sequence of events that 
threatens drastically and over a relatively brief period of time to degrade the 
quality of time for the inhabitants of a state, or threatens significantly to 
narrow the range of policy choices available to a state or to private, non-
governmental entities (persons, groups, corporations) within the state.20’ 
 

Basic difference of Ullman’s definition is that he includes non-military threats 

to his definition. Marc A. Levy proposes the following definition for national security: 

‘A threat to national security is a situation in which some of the nation’s most 

important values are drastically degraded by external action21’. Here he claims that 

he is in fact inspired from Ullman’s definition. But, with his new definition he added 

the actions of foreigners in national security definition. 

 

A closer national security definition to the topic of this study is made by 

Jessica Mathews. In 1989, with the aim of broadening the definition of national 

security she added natural resources, environmental and demographic issues to the 

definition of national security22. So, we can say that according to her definition, this 

study’s concern with Israel’s energy security would be cited among relevant issues 

of Israeli national security. 

 

Barton et al. define energy security as ‘a condition in which a nation and all, 

or most of its citizens and businesses have access to sufficient energy resources at 

reasonable prices for the foreseeable future, free from serious risk of major 

disruptions of service’23. 

 

Michael Frederick makes a definition of his own understanding of national 

security and in his analysis he includes ‘military capability, political legitimacy, ethnic 

                                                 
20 Richard Ullman, ‘Redefining Security’, International Security, Vol.8, No. 1 (Summer 1983), pp. 129-
153; see p. 133. 
 

21 Marc A. Levy, ‘Is the Environment a National Security Issue?’, International Security, Vol. 20, No.2. 
(Autumn, 1995) pp. 35-62; see p. 39.  
 

22 Jessica Tuchman Mathews, ‘Redefining Security’, Foreign Affairs, Vol. 68, No.2 (Spring 1989), pp. 
162-177; see p. 162. 
 

23 Barry Barton et al., ‘Energy Security: …’, p. 5. 
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and religious tolerance, economic capabilities and the availability of essential nature 

resources’24 as the main constituents of his national security paradigm.  

 

Current understanding on energy security is based on a country’s own talent 

of gaining access to sustainable supplies of energy resources either using her own 

natural resources in her geography or from sources abroad. Globalization is the 

driving force of countries to compete for reliable energy sources and rivaling for 

secure energy sources has become one of the primary concerns of international 

agenda. Energy security is one of the primary issues of global security25. 

 

In addition to scholars various organizations have their own considerations 

concerning energy security. For example, International Energy Agency (IEA) warns 

about the following risks to energy security: ‘Increasing dependence for oil supplies 

on a decreasing number of producer countries; ever greater risk of disruptions to 

supply due to the growing international trade with oil an gas; danger of political 

instability in producer and transit countries26.’ 

 

In his article ‘Is the Environment a National Security Issue?’ Marc A. Levy 

complains that most of the time those who study security have a tendency to 

exclude to study the non-military threats like environment, natural resources, soil 

erosion, population growth, climate change as parts of national security27. Richard 

Stanley verifies Levy’s such statements. In 1989, he said in a conference: 

 

‘It is encouraging that we increasingly hear some people discuss 
environmental and natural resource issues as threats to security. In 
international relations, security issues are generally regarded as the stuff of 
‘high politics’ while economic, social and environmental issues are 

                                                 
24 Michael Frederick, ‘A Realist’s Conception of Environmental Security’, in Daniel Deudney and 
Richard Matthew (eds), Contested Grounds: Security and Conflict in New Environmental Politics, 
State University of New York, 1999, p. 93. 
25 The US Energy Plan of May 2001 emphasizes the vital need for the ‘reliable, affordable, and 
environmentally sound’ sources of energy. The European Parliament talks about this in the context of 
‘security supply, competitiveness and protection of the environment.’ mentioned in Report of EP 
Committee A5-0363.2001, October 2001. The UK government talked of ‘…securing cheap, reliable and 
sustainable sources of energy supply.’, Cabinet Office Performance and Innovation Unit (PIU) Energy 
Review (FGebruary 2002). In Japan this this issue was framed under the title ‘3Es: Energy, Security, 
Environmental Protection and Economic Efficiency,’ A Report of the Japanese Committee for Natural  
Resources and Energy, July 2001. 
26 http://www.iea.org/w/bookshop/add.aspx?id=365, (23.11.2009) 
27 Marc A. Levy, ‘Is the Environment a National…’, p. 44. 
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considered ‘low politics.’ National leaders, of course, give priority attention to 
high politics28’. 

  

Richard Stanley in his argument asserts that politicians and national leaders 

do not consider energy issues among their priorities. But, the developments after the 

break-up of the Soviet Union and the 9/11 attacks in 2001, necessitated countries 

and their economic and security alliances like the EU and NATO to list energy 

security among their top priorities. 

 

For example NATO and its leaders see that disruptions in the flow of energy 

resources to the member states can affect NATO’s security interests negatively. The 

document issued as the Strategic Concept in Washington D.C. in 1999 underlines 

that through the preceding years, the international trends and a number of regional 

and international instabilities caused Alliance members to raise their concern about 

resource security29. During the Cold War, energy security meant ensuring the supply 

of oil to Alliance military forces. In this regards, ten separate military storage and 

distribution systems were built across Europe. But, due to global shifts in political 

and strategic spheres following the end of the Cold War, NATO is trying to clarify its 

role in energy security. As a result, In 2006 Riga summit, NATO officially started to 

see energy security issue as part of a consistent and more progressive study. In 

2008 Bucharest summit a report on ‘NATO’s Role in Energy Security’ was presented 

to heads of member states. It was decided by the state leaders that NATO would 

engage in following fields of energy security: ‘information and intelligence fusion and 

sharing; projecting stability; advancing international and regional cooperation; 

supporting consequence management; and supporting the protection of critical 

energy infrastructure’30. The 2009 Strasbourg-Kehl summit focused on the progress 

achieved in energy security concerning the five fields identified in Bucharest. 

Through this summit it was asserted that NATO members see ‘a stable and reliable 

energy supply, diversification of routes, suppliers and energy sources and the 

interconnectivity of energy networks remain of critical importance31’ and leaders 

promised their consistent support to promote energy infrastructure security. 

 

                                                 
28 Richard Stanley, ‘Environmental Problems; A Global Security Threat,’ Report of the 24th United 
Nations of the Next Decade Conference, June 18-23, 1989, p.10. 
 

29 www.nato.int/issues/energy_security/index.html, (24.11.2009) 
30 www.nato.int/cps/en/SID-E2B4629C-066D7E6B/natolive/opinions.1750.htm?selectedLocale=en, 
(21.11.2009) 
31 www.nato.mae.ro/index.php?lang=en&id=87266, (17,11,2009) 
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The EU on the other hand defines energy security as ‘the ability to maintain 

the continuation of supply during periods of excess demand  or disruption and the 

ability to ensure that future energy demand can be met by a combination of  

indigenous energy sources  and the reliable supply and transit of imported energy.32’ 

Through this definition the EU seems to have three basic energy challenges. First is 

developing strong relations with the consumer and transporter countries; second, 

using local energy sources and third, establishing a regional infrastructure to supply 

secure energy resources to all of Europe. 

 

In regards the European attitude towards energy security, successive green 

papers released by the EU should be analyzed. For example, in 2006 the EU 

Commission issued a document titled ‘A European Strategy for Sustainable, 

Competitive and Secure Energy’33 as a ‘Green Paper’. With this document, it was 

asserted that energy policies were among the primary issues to be held by the 

Commission. Through the paper, several objectives are identified to pursue a 

successful energy security policy. For example, it was requested from the member 

states to open their energy markets by giving up protectionist policies and in this 

way establishing a single energy (electricity and gas) market. Also member states 

were asked to develop new energy efficient technologies, and pursue a consistent 

foreign energy policy, especially against Russia34.  

 

 When the American and European attitudes towards energy security are 

compared the basic difference would lie on their preferences of use of power. 

Energy security has been a priority for the US for long and the US has already 

developed a military cooperation with the littoral states of the Caspian Sea. NATO’s 

‘Partnership for Peace’ (1994) was used to bring those states together. Also the US 

supported the building of the BTC pipeline in the Caspian basin to weaken the 

Russian hegemony in the region. The US seems to be willing to deploy increasing 

numbers of its troops in the region to counter-balance the Russian presence in the 

Caspian basin. The EU on the other hand, seems to abstain from a desire to use 

military force. Instead, the Union prefers a moderator role regarding the geopolitical 

struggles in the South Caucasus and the Caspian basin. Simultaneously, the EU is 

                                                 
32 www.ceps.eu/system/files/prospectusTFSec.pdf Center for European Policy Studies, (21.11.2009) 
33 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/strategies/2006/2006_03_green_paper_energy_en.htm, (30.11.2009) 
34 Vince L. Morelli, ‘The European Union’s Energy Security Challenges’, 
www.italy.usembassy.gov/pdf/otherRL33636.pdf, (16.11.2009) 
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trying to develop further economic relations in the region and diversify its energy 

resources35. 

  

Israel on the other hand, made major investments to Azerbaijani oil 

infrastructure and it’s a strategic partner of the BTC pipeline partner and a strong 

ally of the US in the Caucasus. The 2006 Lebanon war of Israel can be considered 

as a strategic movement to control the energy infrastructure of the Eastern 

Mediterranean36. And finally Israel declared that it has started a cooperation 

program with Turkey to connect two countries by an underwater pipeline network to 

carry oil, natural gas, water and natural gas37. All such efforts are to diversify energy 

sources of Israel as much as possible. 

 

Academicians on the other hand, approached to the ‘energy security’ 

concept from various perspectives. It can be said that the literature on energy 

security is divided between two perspectives. One group of scholars considers 

energy security from an economic perspective and another group of scholars 

emphasize the political and strategic side of energy security.  But, it should be noted 

that the literature on energy security is not fully developed yet. The theoretical and 

methodological perspectives are not enough to conceptualize the issue yet. Ernst J. 

Wilson clarifies weaknesses of energy security literature by asserting that: 

 

‘There is little if any sustained intellectual give-and-take in the field of 
international energy policy studies over the most appropriate ways to 
analyze the phenomenon. A thorough search of the literature reveals 
only a mere handful of review articles or monograms which seriously 
debate the relative explanatory power of competing paradigms for the 
world oil market. Given the immense practical importance of the 
subject and the interest shown by social scientists, and in light of 
potential intellectual payoffs, the quality of theoretical literature is 
meager at best. A void exists at what should be the center of the 
field.38’  
 

                                                 
35 Mehdi Parvizi Amineh, ‘Globalization, Geopolitics and Energy Security  Central Asia and the Caspian 
Region’, Clingendael Institute, The Hague, 19 June 2003. 
36 ‘Blue Stream Pipeline to be Extended into Israel, Lebanon", Pipeline & Gas Journal, Copyright 
Oildom Publishing Company of Texas, Inc. Mar 2006  
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3251/is_3_233/ai_n24984273, (27.12.2008) 
 

37 James Fishelson, ‘From the Silk Road To Chevron: The Geopolitics of Oil Pipelines in Central Asia, 
Vestnık, The Journal of Russian and Asian Studies, Issue 7, Wınter, 2007. 
http://www.sras.org/geopolitics_of_oil_pipelines_in_central_asia, (30.11.2009) 
38 Ernst J. Wilson, ‘World Politics and International Energy Markets’, International Organization, Vol. 
41, No. 1. (Winter, 1987), pp. 125-149, p. 126. 
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Wilson’s article is dated 1987 and in fact not too many things changed in 

security literature since then and the literature on ‘energy security’ can be defined as 

‘disorganized’ at best39.  

 

Despite such limitations energy security literature can be divided into three 

main branches: neoclassical economics and public choice, policy and political 

models and political economics. 

 

Neoclassical economics perspective argues that rules of supply and demand 

characterize the actions of energy markets: supply and demand in the market 

balance each other. The pricing of oil and gas are determined according to supply-

demand equilibrium in the market. In neoclassical economics literature on energy 

security political variables are seen as intervening variables or market 

externalities40. Adelman’s article ‘World Petroleum Market’ is one of well known 

studies of neoclassical economics literature on energy security. Adelman argues 

that governments have nothing to do about setting stable prices in oil markets41. But 

Adelman’s such rather deterministic explanation of energy markets proved incorrect 

through two energy crises within six years after he wrote his article in 1972. During 

1970s OPEC appeared as a market power and acted as a cartel both in 1973 and 

1979 crises. Though Adelman defines OPEC a clumsy and shortsighted 

organization and argues that the real threat to the world oil market is OPEC’s 

vulnerabilities it is obvious that OPEC has the capacity to affect oil prices42. This fact 

contradicts ‘externality’ premise of neoclassical economics literature. 

  

Finally it can be said that energy security externalities and neoclassical 

economics literature on energy help academicians to identify certain externalities 

that cause energy markets to fail to internalize all costs and benefits. This literature 

                                                 
39 Patrick James, ‘International Relations and Scientific Progress: Structural Realism Reconsidered’, 
Columbus, Ohio State University Press, 2002, p. 56. 
 

40 Externality means a person or group of people who did not actively act in decision making process 
but benefited from the process. For example, a person or a state doesn’t directly involve in price setting 
in oil but as a result he or the state becomes the benefactor of the event. 
 

41 Michael A. Adelman, The World Petroleum Market, Resources for the Future, by John Hopkins 
University, 1972, p. 32. 
42 Douglas Bohi and Michael Toman, ‘Oil and National Security: An Assesment of Externalities and 
Policies’, In Siamack Shojai (Ed.) The New Global Market: Understanding Energy Issues in the 
World Economy, Westport, Conn., Praeger, p. 83. 
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helps to capture the dynamic nature of energy markets but its tendency to exclude 

politics and institutional variables are among its weaknesses. 

 

Bureaucratic politics is the second part of studies on energy security. In this 

literature the cases where markets and domestic politics meet are analyzed43. 

Academicians in this field focus on ‘elite decision making, leadership, interests, 

short-term volatilities and prices44’.  
 

These studies focus on practical problems when state policies on energy 

security issues are the concern. For example, some researchers study on issues 

like the nature of domestic policy making concerning energy security of the EU and 

the US45; funding issues concerning energy research46, and the relations between 

organizations on security issues47. These studies mainly focus on domestic policies 

considering decision making, coordination and fiscal sides of energy security issues. 

But, they have a tendency to ignore international political side of energy security 

discussions. 

 

Final branch of literature on energy security is political economy48 literature. 

As part of a larger political economy literature, one line of security studies focuses 

on the relations between national energy security and foreign policy literature. There 

are two branches in this literature. One branch of literature supports that military 

force should be used to solve energy security problems and a second branch 

argues that proactive foreign policy-making instruments should be used to solve 

energy security problems. Chinese General Sun Tzu (3rd Century BC) wrote that the 

best strategy to win is without firing a single shot. Carl von Clausewitz on the other 

side underlines that foreign policy is fighting by other means than using military 

means and weapons49.   

                                                 
43 Martin Greenberger, Caught Unawares, Cambridge, Massachusets, Ballinger, p. 64. 
 

44 Ernst J. Wilson, ‘World Politics and International…’, p. 134. 
45 Ronald Moe, ‘Government Corporations and the Erosion of Accountability: the Case of the Proposed 
Energy Security Corporation’, Public Administration Review, Vol. 39, No. 6, 1979, pp. 566-571. 
 

46 Henry Lambright, , ‘Downsizing Big Science: Strategic Choices’, Public Administration Review, 
Vol. 58, No.3, 1998, pp. 259-268. 
 

47 Nina Burkardt and Berton Lee Lamb, Jonathan G. Taylor, Power Distribution in Complex 
Environmental Negotiations: Does Balance Matter?, 1997. 
 

48 Political economy is defined as a social science which mainly analyzes the relations between political 
science, economics and law. The main focus of the field is to analyze the existing relations between 
different countries of the world.  Scholars try to understand  how the political institutions and capitalism 
affect each other. 
49 Nejat Eslen, ‘Jeopolitik Üzerine’, Cumhuriyet Strateji, Sayı:142, 19 Mart 2007, s. 42. 
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Russett argues that there are parallels between 1914 and 1984 and predicts 

that a military confrontation takes place between the US and the Soviet Union on 

natural resources in the Middle East. But, through 1990s due to the emergence of 

Caspian basin resources as alternative supplies a relatively stable energy market 

was established in energy markets. So, his futuristic analysis was proved to be 

irrelevant. But, with the new millennium the demand for energy increased 

tremendously worldwide and not a military conflict maybe, but a great rivalry is 

observed in oil rich regions like the Caucasus, Caspian and the Middle East among 

major powers like the US, Russia and their allies50. As mentioned earlier Israel’s 

interest in the region is part of this rivalry for gaining access to vast energy 

resources of this geography. 

 

Yergin argues that various powers attribute differing meanings to energy 

security concept. For example, producer countries aim to maintain a ‘security of 

demand’ for their resources. Because, the economic gains they receive make up a  

great percentage of their national income. For Russia, maintaining its state control 

over the whole production and transportation mechanism domestically and abroad in 

its vicinity is one of its main concerns. In this way, it aims to continue its monopoly 

over international energy policies. Developing countries are concerned about the 

pricing of energy supplies and the amount of payment they have to make from their 

national budgets. China and India on the other hand are trying to adjust their 

industrial and economic infrastructure to a new dependence on international energy 

markets. Because, these two countries’ self-sufficiency in energy has turned into a 

desperate dependence on global markets due to dramatic developments in their 

economies. In Europe, the national leaders mainly focus on the ways to manage 

their dependence on Russian natural gas51. The alternatives for European countries 

would be to build additional nuclear power plants or starting to use clean coal once 

again. For Israel on the other hand, dependence on oil has always been a 

contentious issue because of both political and economic reasons. As will be further 

discussed in the following chapters, through its history since 1948, at times Israel 

had the economic strength to buy oil and gas from the international market but 

                                                 
50Bruce Russett, ‘Security and Resources Scramble: Will 1984 be like 1914?’, International Affairs 
(Royal Institıtute of Intrernational Affairs),  Vol. 58, No. 1, 1981-1982,  pp. 42-58. 
 

51 Daniel Yergin, ‘Ensuring Energy …’, p. 71. 
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couldn’t find enough resources because of political tensions aiming Israel. And at 

times, Israel was able to find natural resources but this time didn’t have the 

economic strength to make further imports52. Today it seems that Israel attains both 

the energy supplies and the economy to support its imports. But, regional 

instabilities in the South Caucasus can pose a risk to secure energy supplies for 

Israel. 

 

Daniel Yergin argues that among the ten requirements for energy security, 

one of them is ‘an active pre-emptive security framework that includes foreign policy 

instruments to prevent disruptions of the entire chain of supply.’53 This principle of 

energy security seems to be highly relevant with the scope of this study. Because, it 

underlines the importance of foreign policy making in energy security goals. Due to 

its limited natural resources and highly hostile environment in its vicinity, Israel 

needs to find alternative energy sources to supply the energy needs of its economy. 

Caucasus seems to be a suitable alternative for Israel. But, the demographically 

complex, multiethnic character of Caucasus always has the potential to cause 

instability in the region. And as an oil dependent country, Israel needs to develop 

foreign policies to promote security and stability of its suppliers to prevent any 

possible threats to its secure energy sources. Such a policy option for Israel is 

congruent with the assumption made by Kalicki and Goldwyn54 that foreign policy 

tools should be proactively used by both the EU and the US to prevent disruptions of 

the whole chain of energy supply. As part of the Western world, Israel is part of such 

political projects. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
52 Bishara A. Bahbah, ‘The United States and Israel’s Energy Security’, Journal of Palestine Studies, 
Vol. 11, No. 2, Winter 1982, pp. 113-131. 
53  Daniel Yergin, ‘Energy Security and Markets’, Energy and Security: Toward a New Foreign 
Policy Strategy, (Eds.) Jan H. Kalick and David L. Goldway, Washington D.C. Woodrow Wilson 
Center Press, Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press, 2005, p. 213. 
Among the other requirements for energy security Yergin cites:  alternatives for natural resources, a 
stable global market for energy, spare capacity, a deregulated free market, close relations with 
producer and buyer countries, cooperation among buyer countries, public awareness, a developed 
energy industry and a developed research development chain.  
 

54 Jan H. Kalicki and David L. Goldwyn, ‘Introduction: The Need to Integrate Energy and Foreign 
Policy’, in Energy and Security: Toward a New Foreign Policy Strategy, Jan H. Kalicki and David 
Goldwyn (Eds.), Washington D.C., Woodrow Wilson Center Pres, Baltimore John Hopkins University 
Press, p. 245.  
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1.2. GEOPOLITICAL APPROACHES ON ENERGY SECURITY 
 

Since the end of the Cold War, remarkable shifts in political and economic 

dynamics increased the rivalry among great powers over natural resources and 

geopolitical considerations over energy security issues. Caspian basin as the heart 

of the crescent Eurasian space is especially important for great powers and their 

allies because of its vast energy resources and geographic location. The effects of 

geopolitical rivalry and great-power competition in the South Caucasus -and in a 

broader sense the Caspian basin- is perhaps observed more clearly than any other 

region in the world55. There is always the potential to observe ethnic and religious 

conflicts, regional instabilities, political turmoil, and energy rivalries among 

international corporations in the region. All these developments in the South 

Caucasus make the region a pivot area for the new world order with the vast energy 

resources of the region and an increasing world energy demand. A report prepared 

by the US National Intelligence Council asserts that ‘Growing demands for energy-

especially by the rising powers- through 2020 will have substantial impacts on 

geopolitical relations.’56 It’s obvious that studying energy solely as an economic 

supply and demand mechanism in the energy market will not be enough anymore. A 

geopolitical perspective should be added to analyze energy security issues. 

Because, many nation-states in the world have ever-less confidence in free market 

dynamics and they increasingly prefer state intervention both in domestic and 

foreign issues57. This is the main reason for evolving energy security studies around 

geopolitics. Geopolitics studies the great power competition in the world for 

controlling geographies and their natural resources. 

 

Modern economies need energy supplies to support their economies. And 

the fact that while demand for energy supplies increase, the global reserves of 

natural resources continue to diminish. The scarcity of energy supplies makes 

energy security issues increasingly a part of foreign policy and national security 

concerns. This is no different for Israel. Starting from its building in 1948, concern for 

                                                 
55 Guo Xuetang, ‘The Energy Security in Central Eurasia: the Geopolitical Implications to China’s 
Energy Strategy’, China and Eurasia Forum Quarterly, Volume 4, No. 4, 2006, p. 117-137. 
 

56 ‘Mapping the Future’, Report of the US National Intelligence Council’s 2020 Project, NIC December 
2004, p.59 
57 Heinrich Kreft, ‘China’s Energy Conundrum’,  The Korean Journal of Defense Analysis, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 3, Fall 2006, pp. 1-14. 
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energy security has been one of its top priorities of its national security and foreign 

policy options.  

 

Energy sources in the world are mainly concentrated in the Middle East and 

the Caspian basin. OPEC controls almost 70% of world energy resources. This 

gives OPEC the power to decide on pricing and transportation regulations. But, due 

to historical and political reasons, Israel doesn’t have the chance to buy natural 

resources from OPEC members where Saudi Arabia is the main producer and 

Middle Eastern Arab countries. The only major alternative remaining for Israel is to 

buy from ex-Soviet states in the Caspian basin. For example, as a non-OPEC 

country, Azerbaijan has a unique importance concerning Israeli energy security in 

the South Caucasus. As a result, with limited political and economic options left 

Israel is one of the countries which suffer the scarcity of energy resources the most 

in the world. 

 

When energy scarcity is considered in terms of geopolitics, it can be said 

that, states are under pressure to consider policies to ensure their energy security. 

Because of the importance of energy both for domestic economic growth and the 

global need for increasing amounts of oil supplies, states are increasingly looking for 

ways to secure alternative energy sources. This makes geopolitics an inevitable part 

of this study. Israel needs much more energy than it can produce and eventually 

Israel has to import large quantities of oil. With steadily decreasing energy resources 

and increasing rivalry in the global world, Israel is perfectly aware of the needs for 

securing alternative energy sources for the near future. When analyzing the 

possibilities and hindrances for Israel to import oil from Azerbaijan, it is clearly seen 

that a researcher will inevitably face a number of geopolitical moves and struggles 

especially evolving around regional conflicts like Nagorno-Karabakh and South 

Ossetia. Because of this, the study of geopolitics will be an important part of the 

theoretical framework of this study.  

 

The literature on geopolitics mainly presents differing definitions of what 

exactly geopolitics means and includes. Mainly it focuses on the causal relationship 

between political power and geographical space and resources58.  

                                                 
58 The word ‘geopolitics’ is first used by Swedish Rudolph Kjellen in 1899. By the word he meant that if 
a certain state is thinking to act globally then we should expect that that state has a potential for acting 
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The history of geopolitics dates back to the beginning of 20th century when it 

first highlighted the relations between geography and politics. It defined the conflicts 

and rivalry between major powers for achieving control of certain geographical 

locations. It was considered to be mainly a study of the state, its borders and its 

relations. During its early years, traditional geopolitics was, to a great extent, a part 

of political realism in IR studies. In realism, the nation-state is the only actor and 

struggles for power with other nation-states in an anarchic international system. 

When geopolitics first appeared at the time, the three basic principles of realism: 

statism, survival and self-help were widely well-known. The first form of geopolitics, 

which is called traditional or orthodox geopolitics focused on sovereignty, statecraft, 

maps and territorial enemies59. 

 

John Agnew agrees that the term geopolitics first began to be used at the 

beginning of the 20th century. But, he argues that real life application of geopolitics 

began a lot earlier with the encounter of Europe with the rest of the world in the 16th 

century with geographical discoveries 60.  
 

Following WW II, German Nazi politics was greatly affected by the term 

geopolitics. And, until the 1970s, people generally were not willing to use the term. 

Because, since the term was generally associated with German Nazi violence, it had 

negative connotations. Instead of geopolitics people preferred to use the terms like 

‘deterrence’, ‘national security’, ‘containment’61. Through the 1970s, the term 

became popular once again. This time it was known as ‘critical geopolitics’. It was 

critical of the early form of geopolitics because of strong effect of realism in it. The 

critical geopolitics focused more on globalization, networks, symbolic boundaries, 

de-territorized dangers and interdependence62.  

  

                                                                                                                                          
globally.The term geopolitics today is used to talk about issues like international boundary disputes, 
structure of global finance and geographical patterns of election results.  
59 John Baylis, and Steve Smith, (eds), The Globalization of World Politics: An Introduction to 
International Relations, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2005, 3rd Edition, pp. 162-182. 
 

60 John Agnew,  Geopolitics Re-visioning World Politics, Second Ed. Routledge New York, 2003, p. 
1. 
 

61 Mehdi Parvizi Amineh, ‘Rethinking Geopolitics in the Age of Globalization’, (Ed.), Mehdi Parvizi 
Amineh, ‘Globalization, Geopolitics and Energy Security in Central Eurasia and the Caspian 
Region, CIEP 2003, pp. 11-27. 
 

62 Klaus Dodds, ‘The Nature of Geopolitics and Globalization’ in Klaus Dodds, Global Geopolitics, a 
Critical Introduction, Wokingham: Addison-Wesley 2005, pp. 25-49. 
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In geopolitics field, four different trends appeared at the same time in four 

prominent countries of Europe. These trends appeared towards the end of the 19th 

century and early years of the 20th century; German Friedrich Ratzel (1844-1949, 

French Vidal de La Blanche (1845-1918), British Sir Halford Mackinder (1841-1947) 

and American Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan (1841-1914). Each of their ways of 

thinking perfectly adopted main attributes from their nationalities. Ratzel’s doctrine 

later turned into a Nazi national movement system by a mishap. French Vidal de La 

Blanche tried to evaluate the events out of the chronological and spatial border of 

his time through an attempt to have an objective and critical point of view. 

Mackinder’s method is completely British with its tendency to totally depend on 

realism and its results. The American method on the other hand brought about a 

dialectic analytical one63.  

 

It’s widely accepted that the beginning of modern geopolitics is based on 

German geographer and anthropolog Friedrich Ratzel’s 1897 ‘Politische 

Geographie’ (Political Geography) book and these ideas and analyses included in 

that text. Ratzel thought that state’s geographical and political structures resembled 

biological organisms and later on his ideas were used to build German geopolitical 

trend which is called ‘Lebensraum’ (Life Field). Ratzel thought that borders were the 

temporary signs which would only show the incumbent results of states’ efforts to 

gain more and more land64. French geopolitical trend was born as a reaction to 

German trend. The main character of that trend was that ‘it considered the state as 

a cultural and national identity’ rather than a living organism65.  

 

The main feature of Sir Halford Mackinder’s British method was that it 

preferred practice and application rather than focusing on theory. Because of this 

preference it has a pragmatic character. Mackinder directly tried to explain the world 

geography from a political especially ‘world supremacy’ point of view. Through his 

studies he developed ‘Heartland Theory’. Mackinder claims that there is a mono-

bloc, unique, massive land piece on the earth. He calls ‘Europe-Asia-Africa’ as 

‘World Island’. The region that’s where roughly Russia is located (Caucasus and 

Caspian Basin included) is ‘Kalpgah’ region (Heartland). In this way, he declares his 

                                                 
63 George Kiss, Political Geography into Geopolitics Recent Trends in Germany, Geographical 
Review, Vol. 32, No.4, Oct. 19, 1942, pp. 632-645. 
64 Franco Farinelli, ‘Friedrich Ratzel and the Nature of (political) Geography’, Dipartimento di 
Comunicazione, Università di Bologna, Via Toffano, University Press, 1998, p. 343.  
65 George Kiss, Political Geography into Geopolitics…, p. 639. 
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famous formula: ‘Anybody who controls Eastern Europe will control the Heartland, 

who controls Heartland will control the world Island and anybody who controls the 

world island will control the whole world’66.  

 

Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan on the other hand studied the Royal Naval 

Forces of England. In his 1890 study ‘The Effect of Naval Forces in History’ he laid 

the principles of ‘Sea Supremacy Theory’. Through the 19th century, as a result of 

industrial revolution, while new geographical discoveries were being made, the 

economic relations on the other hand, developed greatly. Expeditions looking for 

new raw materials, and the need for marketing new products increased the 

importance of naval routes. By the developing technologies the distances were 

shortened. In short, while the historic Silk Road was losing its importance Mahan’s 

thesis that ‘anyone who controls the Seas will control the world’ gained 

momentum67.  

 

The American theoreticians after the WW II used geopolitics in a global 

perspective and made use of the term geo-strategy which entails the strategic 

management of geopolitical interests. The development of American methodology 

especially starts with Nicolas Spykman (1893-1943) from Yale University. In his 

1942 study ‘American Strategy on the World Politics’ and in his post-mortem 1944 

study ‘The Geography of Peace’ he analyzed the geographical grounds for basing 

American security politics and strategy. With his world geography analysis he 

presented ‘Rimland Theory’.68 His Rimland Theory and the Sea Supremacy Theory 

adopted by American security strategists are still being used today.  

 

A country’s geographical location affects its security concerns. A country’s 

distance from other territories and seas determine that country’s character, economy 

and political interests. The threats against a country come from geography. Efficient 

counter-measures should be taken considering the geographical conditions. In each 

country’s geography there are certain directions from where threats to that state’s 

survival may come from. Foreign policy should try to divert these directions69.  

                                                 
66 Halford, John Mackinder, "The Geographical Pivot of History", in Democratic Ideals and Reality, 
Washington, DC: National Defence University Press, 1996, pp. 175-194. 
 

67 Ronald B. John, "European Naval Expansion and Mahan, 1889-1906." Naval War College Review, 
1971, pp. 74-83. 
 

68 Nicholas Spykman, The Geography of Peace, Archon Books, 1969, p. 101. 
 

69 Mustafa Yılmaz, Tehditlerin Jeopolitik Kaynakları, Başarı Yayınları, 2007, p. 34. 
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Countries divert those risky directions through two means, by taking either political 

or military measures. The political approach requires to control the country which is 

located on the risky direction and if there is not enough or appropriate means to do 

so, creating ‘bumper zones or countries’. If all the routes are held by a single power 

then stability and order will be achieved70.   

 

Use of ‘political options’ seems to be a suitable approach when analyzing 

Israel’s energy and security interests in the South Caucasus. It’s obvious that 

Caucasus is an important region for Israeli energy security concerns with its vast 

natural resources. But, with its highly complicated demographic structure and 

regional conflicts, Caucasus is a problematic geography. Various state and non-

state actors have the potential to cause trouble in the region. While analyzing the 

nature of these conflicts, Israeli policy options concerning these crises will be 

analyzed. The term ‘policy options’ is used intentionally because due to the long 

distance between Caucasus and Israel and the fact that Israel doesn’t have a border 

with Caucasus seem to limit the possibility that Israel uses any military means to 

solve or influence the conflicts. The only instrument left for Israel to use in the region 

would be foreign policy formulations. 

 

With the frequent use of ‘death of distance’, ‘the end of geography’, ‘byte 

city’, ‘speed empire’ terms it was proposed by many that ‘cyber space’ replaced 

geography in international politics. Behind these views was the belief that the 

developments in communications, transportation and military technology lifted the 

physical limitations among distance, space and force. Among the military leaders 

some of them refer to sensors, invisibility technology, high tech missiles to underline 

that the new equipments changed conventional means of wars. Many other 

academicians on the other hand, believe that revolution in information age didn’t 

much change physical geographies and physically deployed military centers and 

structures. They further claim that physical geography still affects the nature and 

formation of wars as a strong, continuous and broad parameter71. This study 

assumes the relevance of this second view when analyzing Israeli policies in the 

South Caucasus. In parallel lines, through our analysis on whether Nagorno-

Karabakh and South Ossetia conflicts can create a risk to the flow of energy 
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resources to both Israel and the Western world our study will totally base on 

geopolitical factors affecting this research question.  

 

Global information networks still didn’t save wars from real life facts like 

physical geography or logistics. For example, John Mearsheimer72 still insists the 

survival of the persistent eventual role of geography and strategy in formulating the 

strategic conditions. As an example, Mearsheimer states that the rise of China in the 

21st century can’t be explained without a geopolitical analysis. In sum, with 

globalization and information technologies neither the modern state which has its 

own territory nor geography is cleared off the table. But, the practice of statecraft 

and fighting changed to a certain extent73.  

 

John Agnew describes the traditional geopolitics as ‘an overarching global 

context in which states vie for power outside their boundaries, gain control (formally 

and informally) over less modern regions (and their resources) and overtake other 

major states in a worldwide pursuit of global primacy.’74 Analyzing the Israeli position 

in South Caucasus seems to present a good example for this definition of traditional 

geopolitics by John Agnew. As will be seen through the following chapters of this 

study, Israel seeks to use Azerbaijan as a pivot country in the region to reach to the 

vast natural resources of the Caucasus and Caspian basin. While following such 

policies it uses its technological, economic and military strength to affect the 

countries of Caucasus. Through these efforts its aim is gaining primacy in the 

region. Israel’s close relations with the US and EU give those countries the impetus 

that Israel is the opening door for them to the Western world. 

 

David Newman underlines that Israel’s use of its economic advantages in the 

region could be seen as a modern form of colonialism75. Because, Israel is seen by 

many as a country which makes use of its economic advantages and strong 

capacity to achieve everything it couldn’t do through the 40 year Cold War era while 

the Soviet Union was the super power in the region. 
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In modern geographical taxonomy, different regions and areas are classified 

as ‘advanced’ or ‘primitive’; ‘modern’ or ‘backward’76. For example, Europe and 

some of its off springs (the US for example) can be seen as defining modernity. 

Moving from Agnew’s analysis considering its rather close relations with Europe and 

US it seems to be relevant that we call Israel as part of modernity as well.  

 

Agnew defines a new age of ‘global’ geopolitics. The dissolution of USSR 

changed the structure of the whole Cold War ideological geopolitics. Following the 

end of Cold War came an extreme ontological insecurity. There is widespread sense 

of uncertainty about how to organize world politics in the absence of USSR and a 

‘balance of power’ status. In some circles, there is a nostalgia for the past. With the 

9/11 events the US feels an increasing insecurity after the Cold War, there are 

varying geopolitical scenarios under construction. In the past, things were easier. 

Because, there was the Soviet Union which was equivalent for the US in terms of 

political power and military capacity. But, in a new era there are non-state networks. 

Neither for example Islamic fundamentalism nor drug traffickers are clearly defined, 

competitive substitutes for the Soviet Union. In the absence of the Soviet Union or 

an equivalent power the global geopolitical imagination once more should be 

reconstituted. 77. 

 

For Mehdi Amineh there can be different aspects of geopolitics. Differing 

people see the events from different positions so differing definitions can be made 

for geopolitics. About geopolitics, Amineh says: 

 

‘it is synonymous to political geography or politics in terms of spatial 
dimension; for the realist school of international relations it refers to rivalry 
between great-power states; the geographic dimension of the foreign policy 
of a state; and in strategic terms, the control of a certain geographic area. 
Geopolitics also used synonymously for international politics stressing 
political and military behavior in a specific context.78’  

 

Amineh also thinks that after the Cold War era the geopolitical world system 

changed greatly. For him the five major reasons for these changes are globalization, 

the end of Cold War, tremendous developments in information and communications 
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technology, the rise of newly industrialized countries and presence of increasing 

number of non-state actors79. 

 

While defining geopolitics, Klaus Dodds emphasizes the role of natural 

resources in shaping domestic and international politics. Concerning the foreign-

policy making of Israel it can be said that energy security is one of the main 

concerns of Israeli policy-making process. Israeli national security agenda cites 

water and energy security among two primary concerns of its national security 

concept. Any intrusion to its water and energy sources and transportation routes will 

justify Israeli reaction even military attack to the intruder80. 

 

For Michael Klare geopolitics can be described as the political and economic 

rivalry among great powers, for controlling larger portions of territory, important 

geographical features and natural resources and some other sources for economic 

and military advantage. Klare underlines the economic side of geopolitics that 

engaged in the field during 1990s. ‘Clingandael’81 the Dutch Institute for International 

Relations, reveals a study on energy security and geopolitics and says that specific 

geopolitical developments may risk energy security. This statement by Clingandael 

underlines the importance of geopolitics as a relevant aspect of this study. For Klare 

through the 20th century geopolitics and energy had a rather close relationship and 

it’s not likely to change in a near future. On the contrary, while the energy supply of 

the world is diminishing day by day, geopolitics will become more important in the 

world politics of energy security82. 

 

Through Clinton years of 1990, the US administration had undertaken the 

task of integrating the major states in a rule-based transnational-liberal order. But, in 

the new millennium, the Bush administration pursued a rather offensive realist 

geopolitical imagination. Lieven quotes the following statement about the features of 

Bush foreign policy: 
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‘preventing by every possible means the emergence of any serious rival or 
combination of rivals to the US, anywhere in the world, and to opposing not 
just any rival would-be world hegemon, but even the ability of other states to 
play the role of great power within their own regions.’83 

 

The new approach was popularly supported by nationalist groups 

domestically and some countries like Israel for example. Because, Israel in its 

geography considers that it will benefit from a more aggressive US foreign policy. 

The US support for Israel in the region will serve to guarantee both the Israeli 

military superiority in the region and long time supply of oil to a demanding American 

economy84.  

 

Much of US economic power depends on avoiding direct control over distant 

places. The struggle for favorable access and control over key resources like oil is 

no exception85.  

 

In his book, Charles Kupchan analyzes the geopolitical fault lines around the 

world. According to Kupchan, geopolitical fault lines will be formulated depending on 

the distribution of the power in international arena. Today, there is only one super 

power which dominates the entire international arena. The US being this sole super 

power will not be alone in the future says Kupchan. Because, EU, Japan, Russia 

and China will be seen as the new rivals of the US hegemony in a near future86. 

 

According to Clingandael study on Energy Security and Geopolitics of 

January 2004 ‘geopolitical phenomenon can jeopardize energy security’87. This is 

certainly a relevant statement concerning Israel’s attempts to secure energy 

supplies from Azerbaijan.  

 

Various geopolitical phenomena have posed a serious threat to Azerbaijan’s 

oil in the past. Nagorno-Karabakh dispute with Armenia and also following the 

establishment of the BTC pipeline, the South Ossetia conflict which are going to be 

analyzed in detail in this study can be cited among regional geopolitical examples. 
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On a global perspective, geopolitical struggles influence energy security to a 

great extent as well. For example, China, India, Russia, the US, EU, Iran, Israel and 

numerous other rivals are fighting for gaining control over the Middle East and 

Caspian Basin. 

 

Brzezinski refers to this central region concentrated in two areas just in the 

center of Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Africa as the ‘Grand Chessboard’88. 

Halford Mackinder called this region the ‘pivot area’ or the ‘Heartland’89 hence 

referring to the geopolitical importance of this region. 

 

 For major powers, the whole Middle East and Caspian basin can be a ‘pivot 

area’ or ‘Heartland’. For Israel on the other hand, this study assumes that ‘pivot 

area’ is limited to include Azerbaijan. At present Israel already established close 

relations with Azerbaijan in the region. The aim of this alliance is gaining easier 

access to rich natural resources of the region for Israel. Azerbaijan on the other 

hand expects to receive political, economic, military and technological support of 

Israel. 

 

As mentioned earlier, geopolitics is based on two opposing views of Land 

versus Sea supremacy. These are the two ontological and epistemological concepts 

of geopolitics. ‘Supremacy on the Land’ view is associated with stable spaces and 

views of conservatism and strict legal norms which rule people in the form of tribes, 

states or empires. ‘Supremacy on the Sea’ view on the other hand is associated with 

individualism, liberalism and relative ethnic and legal norms. The priority is given to 

seafaring over the traditional civilization. Because, the marine cultures have a higher 

potential for development while preserving the main characteristics of its own 

identity90. 

 

Classical geopolitics distinguishes a third zone. It’s called ‘Rimland’ or 

‘coastal zone’ as called by others. Rimland does not have an ontological identity. 
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So, it cannot be identified as a third center. Rimland can be described as a space 

which can join ‘Sea’ or ‘Land’ or become a scene of their confrontation91.  

 

Geopolitically, Caucasus-Caspian region is a Rimland. Land (Russia) 

considers that the region should be used as a strategic area to establish continental 

influence. Sea (UK-the US-NATO) thinks that it should be used as a jumping spot 

for further expansion. The aim is strengthening political and economic control over 

Eurasia. 

 

The concept ‘Big Game’ describes continuous struggle of great powers to 

gain control over certain geography. The term was first used by Arthur Connolly. As 

of 1907, it was believed that the ‘Big Game’ between Great Britain and Russia 

ended because with a convention in St. Petersburg the spheres of influence were 

identified and divided between the two. But, today the Big Game seems to continue. 

Because, the new super power of the 21st century insists to simply ‘advance 

democracy’ in the post-Soviet geography92.  

 

Considering the geopolitical confrontation between Russia and the US it can 

be said that the rivalry is increasing. It’s true that in Caucasus there are differing 

nationalities, religions and cultures. But, we can’t explain the conflictual nature of the 

region from only this perspective. There are other factors of a geopolitical nature 

which is based on ethnic, political and socioeconomic contradictions93. If somehow 

the conflicts in the region increase tremendously and parties decide to use stronger 

measures, then the boundaries of the conflict will be enlarged and a third force is 

involved in it. In the Caucasus, this third force will be the Transatlantic community 

(the US and its allies for example Israel) which tries to look for ways of geopolitical 

interest in the region. And through this study Israel’s interest in the South Caucasus 

will be the main concern. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
ISRAEL AND SOUTH CAUCASUS 

 
2.1. ENERGY GEOPOLITICS OF ISRAEL 
 

Concern over energy security has always been a cornerstone of Israel’s 

overall security conceptualization. As an energy poor country, Israel has always felt 

the burden of economic and political dependency on foreign resources of energy. 

Although Israel has been trying to diversify its energy resources since its building in 

1948, it still desperately depends on various traditional hydrocarbon reserves.  

 

Bahbah in his 1982 article ‘The United States and Israel’s Energy Security’, 

analyzes Israel’s energy security problem through a rather comprehensive 

perspective. According to him, oil was the only source of energy Israel could use at 

the time94. Crude oil constituted 99% of energy demand of Israel as of 1980 and the 

remaining one percent was supplied through solar energy and natural gas95. In 

1980, Israel paid around 2.2 billion US dollars96 in return for its oil consumption and 

that amounted to almost equivalent to country’s total exports for the same year97. It 

was true that paying for oil was a problem at the time for Israel. But, a greater 

problem was finding producers willing to sell oil to Israel in the market. Due to its 

wars against neighboring Arab countries at the time, Israel was internationally 

isolated and only a meager 5% of the energy market was available for Israel98. Only 

two countries Mexico and Egypt were willing to officially sell oil to Israel. But, still the 

oil from both of these countries was only enough to supply 55% of Israel’s overall 

consumption99. Israel had to depend on the fluctuating spot market to supply the 

remaining part of its energy demand. 

Before 1980s until 1975, Israel was controlling the Egyptian Sinai oilfields. 

But due to political pressures from the US and concessions by Egyptian President 
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Sadat, Israel decided to relinquish its control over the Sinai oilfields. Until then, 

Israel was producing an annual 4.4 million tons of oil which would supply 55% of its 

domestic needs100. Through the mid-1970s until the Iranian revolution in 1979, Israel 

could buy oil from Iran as well. For example, it was reported that the Shah promised 

the American (President Ford) administration to continue to sell oil to Israel without 

fear of disruptions caused by an embargo101.  

As seen above, until the Iranian revolution, Israel was able to find adequate 

sources of energy resources at reasonable market prices. But, the Iranian revolution 

posed the most serious threat to Israel’s energy security until 1979 in its history. On 

January 11, 1979 Iran imposed an oil embargo on Israel102. With the Iranian 

embargo Israel lost 60% of its oil supply103 which left it without any secure suppliers. 

Iran even stipulated that if it decides to sell oil to any second country that country 

should promise not to sell that oil to Israel again. If consumer countries would not 

abide with the Iranian rules, they would ‘lose the privilege’ of buying Iranian oil104. 

Israel had to take measures to compensate for the Iranian oil it lost. First, 

Israel used its substantial stocks just like it did in the 1973 War105. Second, it bought 

oil from wherever it was available; for example, in February 1979, it was reported 

that Israel bought 20% of its oil from stock market106. Israel never officially declares 

its foreign suppliers due to security concerns but according to reports circulating in 

Jerusalem the energy sources for Israel at the time were Mexico, Venezuela, Gabon 

and Nigeria107. 

The 1980s were highly problematic in terms of Israel’s energy security. First, 

Iranian revolution deprived it from its major supplier. Second, the September 1978 

Camp David Accords it signed with Egypt with the US intervention resulted in 

Israel’s loss of Alma field from where it provided 20% of its oil needs. Third, the 

huge increase in oil prices in 1979 would mean that Israel had to pay more than 

ever to the energy it consumed. And finally, although Egypt agreed to sell oil for a 
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short time, Israel was unsuccessful to obtain a long-term energy deal with Egypt. 

Under these circumstances Israel’s energy security was under great threat because 

almost all variables in the market seemed to negatively affect Israel’s energy 

policies. But, thanks to ever-present US support to Israel in the region, Israel 

managed to solve its energy problems. Israel owes this success to the US-Israeli 

Memorandum of Agreement signed on March 26, 1979. With this agreement, in 

return for Israeli participation in Camp David Accords and withdrawal from Gulf of 

Suez oilfields the US promises to supply a six-month supply to Israel when Israel 

cannot find enough oil resources to support its economy. With June 22, 1979 

‘Understanding’ Agreement separately prepared after the March 26, 1979 US-Israeli 

Memorandum of Agreement the responsibilities of the US to support Israel in terms 

of its energy needs were enlarged.  It was signed by both countries that: 

‘Because of the unique security situation of Israel, its oil reserves are and 
should be at the level equal to six months of Israel’s oil consumption; and in 
this connection US oil supplies should be at such levels that US ability to 
meet its oil requirements will not be adversely affected108’. 

The provisions of this Agreement would be activated when any of the 

following three situations takes place: First, when Israel cannot simply find enough 

oil to support its needs, ‘no matter what price or terms it offers’. Second, when Israel 

can find oil but has to pay an excessive average price and forced to sign insecure 

arrangements. Finally, the third situation is that Israel loses one of its main sources 

of supply (Mexico, Egypt and the spot market109) though it struggles to maintain its 

sources110. 

Through 1980s, though Israel had difficulty in arranging its energy policies it 

always had the support of the US in difficult times. No other country in the world, 

including the NATO members enjoyed the full support of the US in energy field as 

much as Israel.  The US made occasional commitments to help Israel to secure its 

energy supplies. It encouraged several non-OPEC countries to sell oil to Israel and it 

used its influence on Egypt and Mexico to increase their oil export to Israel and 

finally exported Alaskan crude to Israel111. 
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The US support to Israel continued in this way until the 1991 break up of the 

Soviet Union. And Israel’s energy security policies are formulated around a similar 

pattern through all these years. It continued to buy from markets like North Sea, 

Mexico and Africa and at times when it faced troubles it asked for the US support to 

supply natural resources to its economy. 

But, the collapse of the Soviet Union presented an excellent opportunity for 

Israel not to miss. The newly independent ex-Soviet states with their massive 

reserves of natural resources emerged as alternative energy sources to the whole 

world including Israel. Considering the unique security environment of Israel that it 

cannot buy oil from its Arab neighbors and OPEC members due to historical and 

political reasons, such a geopolitical shift in the South Caucasus and the Caspian 

basin would mean that Israel would gain access to new alternative sources much 

easily than ever before. The non-ideological and secularist positions of the 

Caucasian and Central Asian leaders further accelerated the process for 

establishing economic relations between Israel and countries like Azerbaijan, 

Georgia in the South Caucasus and especially Kazakhstan in Central Asia. The 

details of Israeli interest in the South Caucasus will be further discussed in the 

following section. As of today, although it has never accepted officially due to 

security concerns, Israel imports almost 80% of its energy needs from Russia and 

old Soviet states. Among these states we can cite Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, 

Azerbaijan and Russia itself. 

 

On the other side, dependency on Russia is another contentious issue for 

Israelis112. Some Israelis fear more from Russians than Arabs. Repeated energy 

crises between Ukraine and Russia in 2006 and 2008 also frighten Israelis. They 

don’t want to be dependent on Russia either.  

Currently, 67 % of Israel's energy balance depends on oil, 30% on coal and 

1% on natural gas consumption113. With a recent significant offshore natural gas 

discovery Israel seems to attain its own energy sources for the first time in its 

history. But, excepting that recent development, Israel almost entirely depends on 
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foreign energy resources to supply its energy demand. Israel has also attempted to 

use other sources like solar and wind energy other than oil and gas to decrease its 

dependency on foreign oil and gas. Traditionally Israel had long-term deals with 

Mexico (oil), Norway (oil), The United Kingdom (oil), Australia (coal), South Africa 

(coal), and Colombia (coal) to supply its energy needs. Though the country names 

are mentioned; the commercial agreements and the amounts of energy sources 

imported are not declared officially by Israeli authorities due to security concerns. 

Israeli officials want to increase their natural consumption as opposed to coal due to 

its cheaper price and environmental security concerns. Israel plans to increase its 

natural gas consumption to 25% by 2015. The long-lasting US-Israeli partnership 

continues and as of February 2000, Israel and the US signed an energy cooperation 

deal. The deal defines cooperation in gas coal, solar power and electric power. In 

the years ahead the partnership is planned to expand including cooperation on 

nuclear power plants114. 

As for oil, Israel imports almost all of its oil demand. Through the years 

following the 1940s almost 410 oil wells have been drilled in Israel with limited 

success. But, though Israel produces no oil at all, it hopes that the peaceful 

settlement of Arab-Israeli conflict will offer alternative routes to carry the Middle 

Eastern oil to the Western markets. Currently, Gulf oil is carried to the foreign 

markets through three routes. First, by ship through the Suez Canal or around the 

cape of South Africa; second, by pipeline from Iraq to Turkey; and third through the 

Suez-Mediterranean pipeline. Israel hopes that the 1940 constructed Trans-Arabian 

Pipeline (Tapline) can once again be used to carry Gulf oil to the West. The Tapline 

was originally built to carry Saudi Arabian oil to the international markets. The route 

was connecting Jordan with Haifa (the then Palestinian but currently Israeli port 

city). But, with the establishment of the state of Israel, the direction of the pipeline 

was diverted from Haifa to Sidon. The use of the pipeline was stopped in 1983 due 

to turmoil in Lebanon and economic reasons. An analysis indicates that carrying oil 

through Tapline through Israeli Haifa to international markets is at least 40% 

cheaper than shipping by tanker over the Suez Canal115.  

In regards gas, as mentioned earlier, Israel hopes to increase its 

consumption of natural gas due to energy security, environmental and economic 
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concerns.  With this aim in mind, Israel has been trying to diversify its natural gas 

sources through the recent years. One of the alternatives is Egypt. The other is 

Israel’s recent discovery of natural gas reserves in its own off-shore territory. 

Egyptian gas is geographically rather close to Israel, but it depends too much on 

regional politics. Israelis don’t want to be strategically dependent on their political 

rivals even potential ‘enemies’ on energy issues. But, all in all, Israel buys its gas 

from Egypt. But, for its growing economy this isn’t enough either. As of June 2005, a 

new treaty is signed between Egypt and Israel. According to this treaty, Egypt will 

supply 1.7 mmk gas to Israel each year. The route will be the sea route. The gas will 

reach to Ashkelon in Israel. This is a 2.5 billion$ project and it will be valid for at 

least 15 years116.  

 

Second alternative which is related with a recent discovery of natural gas 

reserves off the coast of Israel is a contentious issue either. Because, it seems that 

the natural gas reserves are also close to the coast of Palestinian Gaza Strip 

(majority in fact) and Israelis don’t want Palestinians to benefit from this energy 

discovery. Despite the initial reluctance, two groups are working on Israeli natural 

gas reserves: the Yam Thetis group –including Israel’s Delek Driling and Avner Oil 

and a BG partnership with Islamco and others. Israeli petroleum commissioner 

Yehezkel Druckman estimates 3-5 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) in proven reserves and 

that would supply almost 20 year demand of Israel in the future117. 

 

As clearly seen above Israel’s energy strategy is a rather complicated issue. 

And the upcoming years will witness many political, economic maneuvers 

concerning the Israeli interests in the region. So far, a historical and current analysis 

is tried to be made to account for  Israel’s energy geopolitics. Below will follow an 

evaluation of the geographical, social, historical and foreign policy instruments to 

conceptualize the real motives behind Israeli geopolitics concerning energy security. 

 

 George Friedman underlines that geography has a vital role in determining 

the foreign policy formation of states. When especially Israel’s foreign policy is 

considered there are three factors to take into consideration: the domestic 
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geopolitics of Israel, the interaction of Israel with its immediate neighbors and 

Israel’s interaction with major powers in the world system which is beyond Israel’s 

borderlands. Since its founding in 1948 Israel can be said to have played a pivotal 

role in its geography for major powers the US and Soviet Union. Struggle for 

independence, internal tension and imperial ambition were features of Israeli 

politics. Through its history, Israel has always been an important geography for any 

great power to the East of the country. It was for example seen that during the 

Macedonian expansion under Alexander the Great, any power ruling Levantine and 

Turkish coasts could support any military campaigns far to the East even until 

Himalayas. Considering its relations with major powers Israel can have three forms 

of relations. First would be called a David Model. In this model, Israel is completely 

independent. There are no major imperial powers outside its geography. Second 

would be called Persian Model. In this model, it can live as part of an imperial 

power. It continues to preserve its identity but, doesn’t have much room for an 

individual foreign even domestic policy. And final option would be called a 

Babylonian Model. In this alternative Israel would totally fail with huge immigration or 

deportation. As for contemporary policy, Friedman says that after its foundation both 

the US and the Soviet Union saw this newly founded state a new geography where 

they could introduce their power to. The Soviet Union expected that they could 

influence Israel through ideology whereas the US thought they could make use of 

the presence of American Jews in establishing the country118. 

 

Through its history, Israel was first under the great influence of the Soviet 

Union. Israel received military support from the Soviet Union. By this way, the Soviet 

Union’s aim was to gain control in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

 

Israel was aware of what was expecting it. Israel moved closer to France not 

to lose its autonomy to the Soviet Union. France perfectly welcomed the Israeli 

affinity because at the time France had problematic relations with Arabs. But, with 

the end of the French struggle to control Algeria, France established closer relations 

with Arabs. And as of 1967, Israeli-French relations weakened119. 
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Until 1967 Israel didn’t have close relations with the US. In fact, close 

relations with Israel was what the US was quite willing to attain. The US strategic 

concern at the time was keeping Russia away from Mediterranean Sea. Turkey with 

its control over straits was playing a central role to achieve American strategic goals. 

But, Russia was pressing hard from the north of Turkey. From the South of Turkey 

also, Syria and Iraq were threats to Turkish security as close allies of Russia. Global 

balance of power in the region was under danger for the US120. 

 

The US used Iran to weaken Iraq’s power. Also, Israel was equally used by 

Americans to divert the attention of Syria. Israel as a threat from its South, Syria lost 

its effect as a potential threat for Turkey in its North121. 

 

For a country in formulating its security discourse, geography and 

demography play an important role. For Israel, for example, the country’s location in 

a hostile geography with a small size and population affects its discourse. The small 

size is used to present Israel as an isolated but surrounded country122. 

Demographically, Israel is depicted as a country which is located in a hostile 

environment in which it has a much slower birth-rate than its Arab opponents123. 

 

In Israel’s security discourse water geopolitics retains an important effect. 

Water is seen as an existential resource considering the fact that it’s dramatically 

diminishing. As a result, water is viewed in political terms124. Any attempts to 

blockade Israel’s water sources is seen as a legitimate reason for war125. Similar 

things can be said about energy security of Israel. When Israel considers that its 

energy resources -including the international routes that carry oil to the country- are 

in danger it will not hesitate to call it a legal right for war.  
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Brent Sasley states that studies on foreign policy of Israel generally focus on 

certain issues like the problematic geography of Israel, potential for violence in the 

region, the long-lasting Arab-Israeli and Palestinian-Israeli conflict, the presence of 

oil reserves in the Persian gulf and Caspian basin and finally the American influence 

in the region126. He says that when analyzing Israeli Foreign Policy generally a 

Realist perspective is used. Realist theories generally focus on external or material 

forces, profit maximization, natural interest and domestic politics arguments focusing 

on the interplay between societal forces. 

 

Another point in constructing the Israeli foreign policy is that Israelis consider 

that it’s the responsibility of the elites that lead the country to decide on foreign 

policy issues127. They have a tendency to trust and support the politicians on 

security issues. Public opinions do not much alter the foreign policy issues. When 

compared, this is a unique feature of Israeli foreign policy-making process. Because, 

in Western democracies, public opinion affects the decisions of the elites to a great 

extent. But, in Israel due to its unique character of security needs, people grant 

more chance for politicians to decide on foreign security policy.  

 

Through its history Israeli territory has served as a pivot region for great 

powers to increase influence and gain power in the East. Israel was aware of its 

importance and built closer relations with various major powers since its building. 

Today, it can be said that to survive in its vicinity some degree of subordination is 

needed and Israel is subordinate to the US because of the current geopolitics. 

Especially while struggling to reach to rich energy resources of different geographies 

in the world, Israel hopes to benefit from this subordination. Domestic politics has 

great effect in foreign policy building in Israel. National security is the main concern 

for this country since its establishment 60 years ago. In this study, energy security is 

accepted as one of the primary constituents of national security for Israel. Generally, 

Israeli foreign policy making is considered to be based on realist perspective. In 

parallel lines, elites are given almost all the responsibility in decision-making 

process of Israeli foreign policies. This is different than the Western policy dynamics 

because in the Western democracies public opinions affect the foreign policy 
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decisions. This difference is caused by the ‘security’ environment Israel lives in. The 

fact that Israel has to deal with security issues all the time forces its citizens to 

provide more support to their politicians. In fact, this is exactly the reason Israel 

needs to diversify its energy suppliers considering energy sceurity. Because of the 

unique status of Israel, the country and its leaders should always ensure the 

presence of alternative energy sources to guarantee the survival of the country in a 

highly problematic geography. 

 
2.2. ISRAELI INTEREST ON SOUTH CAUCASUS ENERGY RESOURCES 

  

Geographically, Israel and South Caucasus have no common borders and 

they are too distant from each other. But due to their mutual interests, both the local 

governments in South Caucasus and Israel pursue rather close relations with each 

other. The reasons for this affinity will be discussed further below. Yet, Israel’s 

primary concern in the region is related with vast energy resources of especially 

Azerbaijan in South Caucasus.  

It should be underlined that Israeli interest in the region emerged in the last 

two decades. Changing geopolitics enabled Israel to develop policies concerning 

South Caucasus. Below an analysis will follow to clarify how Israel has become one 

of the players in geopolitical game concerning natural resources of South Caucasus. 

The 1991 dissolution of Soviet Union resulted in geopolitical and geo-

economic changes in the Caucasus and the Central Asia. Geopolitically, changing 

political borders and effective areas; geo-economically re-invention of the natural 

resources of the region and new rivalries to reach to these sources affect the 

dimensions of these great changes. When the Caspian Basin is considered, the fact 

that the amount of proven oil resources rise up to 25 billion barrels and unproven to 

200 billion barrels once again underlines the importance of efforts to plan suitable 

routes for transporting oil to international markets128.  
 

The geopolitical position of the earth is different in the post-Cold War era 

than the Cold War era to a great extent. One of the most conspicuous results of the 

post-Cold War era is the central role attained by Caucasus and Central Asia in world 

politics. For example, Graham Fuller comments that in fact the clash of Soviet Union 
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meant a clash of a 200 year overwhelming empire129. As a result, with first the 

Tsarist Russia and later the USSR, the clash of hegemony resulted in a great 

vacuum right in the Center of Eurasia. Suat İlhan argues that there are three main 

vacuums in Eurasia after the dissolution of Soviet Union. These geopolitical 

vacuums are first in Eastern Europe, second in Central Asia and finally with a 

connection to Turkey the Balkans, Caucasus and Middle East130. From this 

perspective, the reflection of post-Cold War era to the region was the struggle for 

filling this vacuum both by neighboring and cross-bordering countries. The impetus 

behind these states’ enthusiasm for filling in this vacuum is directly related with their 

interests in security and energy benefits from the region. 

 

Different powers have differing visions about the South Caucasus and its 

vast energy resources. For the West the most important issue is energy security 

concerning the region. For the US, presence of multiple lines, for the multinational 

companies the choice of safe and secure transportation routes are important. For 

Russia, the most important thing today is the restoration of the old Soviet pipelines 

again131. 
 
For Israel, the most important thing is the transportation of Russian gas and 

Azerbaijani gas and oil through Turkey to Israel. Because, ‘Israel is like an island in 

an ocean of oil.’132 

 

Through the years from 1920s until the end of Cold War in 1990s, the 

nationalities living in and around the Caspian Basin were called Soviet Nations 

without specific religious or ethnic emphasis. But, it was obvious after the dissolution 

of the Soviet Union that the newly independent states were not homogenous and 

there were no statistics to show reserve amounts of national reserves133. This 

inevitably resulted in new rivalries about controlling oil reserves and transporting 

them to the world markets in the newly independent states. The effects of these 
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rivalries can be seen on the regional conflicts like Nagorno-Karabakh and South 

Ossetia. It seems that major powers, Russia and the US, use such small 

geographies to show their position compared to the others. Such conflicts are 

deeply related to security policies in the region. These security issues will also affect 

Israel’s energy security in the region as will be discussed in the following chapter. 

 

In parallel lines, Brzezinski underlines the fact that after the collapse of the 

Soviet Union, the Caucasus which is the middle area between the Eastern and 

Western ends of Eurasia is in a vague political and economic position today. 

Brzezinski reminds that this area was under the control of a Russian hegemony until 

recently. So, it was vital for American hegemony to control the region together with 

its Western allies. On the other hand, against an America which tries to gain control 

in the region, Russia is struggling not to lose its power in a region which was once 

under the control of the USSR. Because, a possible loss in political effect in the 

region would yield catastrophic results for Russia. In such a case, there will be a 

serious dissolution in Russia’s geopolitical enlargement area. This would mean 

serious troubles for Russian security policies134. It will be further analyzed through 

the following sections that Russia’s interference to regional conflicts Nagorno-

Karabakh and South Ossetia can be completely related to this instinctive fear. 

 

Today it can be said that Caucasus has a rather vital geopolitical importance 

for both the Western bloc and Russian Federation. Russia’s interest in the region 

has its own reasons. During the Cold war era and until President Vladimir Putin took 

the office, the international relations were mainly based on ideology. With Vladimir 

Putin in office security dynamics slowly changed and started to be based on 

‘economic concerns’. Russia adopted a national security perception not only based 

on security concerns solely but also including economic concerns as well with 

January 10, 2000 National Security Doctrine and July 10, 2000 Foreign Policy 

Doctrines. As a result, Russia with its richest natural resources of the earth started 

to emphasize energy issues in its foreign policy making135. 
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Israel’s interest in the Caucasus followed a similar changing pattern. Before 

the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Israel’s interest in South Caucasus was rather 

limited. There was almost nothing other than ethnic Jewish residents in Caucasus to 

connect Israel with South Caucasus. But with the end of Cold-war era Israeli leaders 

thought that the era was full of new opportunities. One of their concerns was related 

with changing energy strategies of Israel. But, in this new geopolitics, South 

Caucasus was emerging as a geographically closer potential producer area for 

Israel. Towards the end of the millennium, Israel seeked for ways to build closer 

relations with Russia. So, we can say that Israel’s main interest in the Caucasus is 

energy oriented and like Russia’s increasing emphasis on energy issues, secure 

energy resources started to gain increasing importance in Israeli policy-making.  

 

In fact, some of the headlines related to Israeli national interests in the region 

can be cited as the vast potential of natural resources in the area, the presence of 

Islamic fundamentalism in the region (Wahhabism and Iranian supported Shi’ite 

fundamentalism especially in Azerbaijan and North Caucasus), and Iranian and 

Russian threats for the well-being of Israel.  

 

This study will focus only on ‘energy security’ aspect of Israel’s interests in 

the Caucasus. Iranian and Russian threats for Israel on the other hand will be 

analyzed through the scope that they can cause troubles and disruptions for the flow 

of energy to Israel through their effect on regional conflicts. 

 

2.2.1. SOUTH CAUCASUS ENERGY RESOURCES 
 

From an economic view, some analysts consider that the natural resource 

reserves of some countries on Trans-Caucasia geopolitics will turn the region into a 

new ‘Gulf Region’ and operating these resources will be a new struggle of the 21st 

century136. Bill Richardson the then US Secretary of Energy during Clinton 

administration in 1996, underlines that the region will help the US to decrease its 

dependence on Middle East oil through the rich natural resources of the Caspian 

basin137.  
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Although varying numbers are pronounced concerning the potential of its 

resources it can be said that Caspian Basin is not a new Middle East but it is 

comparable to the reserves of North Sea or North America138. Many sources claim 

that Caspian Basin has the second richest reserves following those of the Gulf 

Region139. Some others claim that the oil resources in Caucasus are not very high 

but with a decrease in the production of North Sea and North American energy 

reserves, it will receive an important place in the energy markets. When that time 

comes, Caucasus oil will really gain an importance for the world economy140. 
 

At this point, the potential of Caucasian oil reserves to meet rising energy 

needs of the world should be analyzed. As seen above there are varying numbers 

about the capacity of Caspian oil and gas reserves and these numbers may change 

seriously. This chaos is the result of misuse of the terms ‘possible reserve’, 

‘productive reserve’, ‘proven reserve’ etc.; plus, with the studies continuing in the 

region since 1990, adding new reserve fields to old reserves adds to the confusion. 

These differences in numbers also have relations with some people’s manipulations 

on numbers to maximize their profits by either increasing or decreasing the 

amounts. According to International Energy Agency in Transcaucasia, proven (and 

productive) oil reserves amount around 15-40 billion barrels in the region. According 

to the same source, possible reserves are around 70-150 billion barrels. These 

numbers are parallel to Rosemarie Forsythe’s (a former US National Security 

Advisor) study which assumes a total of 200 billion barrels totaling possible and 

proven reserves. Terrence Adams the first president of AIOC on the other hand 

claims that the total of Azerbaijan’s and Kazakhstan’s (near Caspian) proven 

resources is around 27.5 billion and total of possible reserves is 40-60 billion 

barrels141. 

 

When the energy resources in the South Caucasus are the concern, in fact 

the issue is about the energy resources of Azerbaijan only. Because, Azerbaijan is 

the only country in the South Caucasus to possess natural resources and Israel is 
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especially interested in the energy resources of Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan according to 

Brzezinski is similar to the cork of a bottle opening to the Caspian Sea. Brzezinski 

also adds that Azerbaijan is the guarantee for the independence of Central Asian 

countries. For operating the Azerbaijani oil resources, around more than 30 

multinational companies signed 21 deals since 1993. Total amount of investment 

may reach to 50 billion dollars. The total reserve would be 6-7 billion barrels and 1.3 

trillion m3 natural gas. These projects are planned to be finished until 2010. It’s 

expected that Azerbaijan’s daily production reaches to 08-1 million barrels/day. (As 

of 2009 the production rate is 340.000 barrels/day). The deal which is known as the 

‘Deal of the Century’ means the production of 4.2 billion barrels (55-60% 

Azerbaijan’s total reserves), 70 billion m3 as natural gas reserve and would cost 

around 11.5 billion dollars. In accordance with the Mega Project approved by the 

Azerbaijan National Parliament, countries received the following amounts of 

revenues: the US 27%, Russia 23%, England 13%, Turkey 6.75 and France 5% 

Daily production of AIOC is around 300.000 barrels/day142.  

 

2.2.2. INTEREST OF ISRAEL IN THE REGION 
 

Following the break up of former Soviet Union, the newly independent states 

of the former Soviet Union Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan emerged as poor, 

instable states in Caucasus. The primary problems of these states were related with 

high inflation and unemployment. The economies were mainly based on agriculture 

and rate of foreign investments remained low. As a result, the region turned into an 

area of foreign power competition. Main concern of foreign countries was 

establishing closer relations with the regional countries to make economic profits, 

spread their ideologies and religious doctrines143. 

 

Azerbaijan can be defined as the economic and political leader of these 

states in Caucasus. Geographically it is a small country. But its location, vast energy 

resources and political relations guarantee that it will remain as an important actor in 

the international system through the foreseeable future. Azerbaijan’s main aim in the 

region is to maintain its independence. With this absolute aim in mind it had to 
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maneuver between Russia, Turkey, Iran, the US and Israel. Due to its vast oil 

resources, its strategic importance increased but the same fact also made the 

country a target for international rivalry144. 

 

This study assumes that Azerbaijan is a ‘pivot’ country for Israel in South 

Caucasus with its main energy resources, perfect relations with Israel and its central 

geographical location in the region. If Israel wants to gain easier access to those 

energy resources of the region it has to build close relations with Azerbaijan145. 

 

Azerbaijan is the political and economic leader of South Caucasus. In 

addition to its huge natural resources, its balanced policy concerning the 

neighboring geography adds to the geopolitical importance of Azerbaijan. Increasing 

number of countries today understand the pivotal role of Azerbaijan to build efficient 

relations with the remaining South Caucasus. 

 

While analyzing Azerbaijan as a ‘pivot’ country for Israel in Caucasus, 

making reference to Brzezinski’s analysis of Eurasia being a pivotal area for the 

major powers of the world seems relevant. In this way a broader picture of world 

politics can be viewed. Brzezinski resembles Eurasia to a chessboard where the 

global power struggle will be pursued. In this struggle, there are different actors of 

various size and power. Brzezinski divides these actors as ‘geostrategic player’ and 

‘geopolitical pivot’ countries. He defines the geostrategic players as countries which 

have the capacity to use force in cross-border regions to change or affect the 

current geopolitical situation in favor of American interests. Geopolitical pivot 

countries on the other hand can be considered instruments for fine tunings and 
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minor roles concerning the struggle between geostrategic players. Here, the focus is 

on the role of pivot countries rather than power and motivations of the countries as 

in geostrategic players. Brzezinski underlines that a geopolitical pivot country can be 

vital in certain cases under certain conditions or it can be a security shield to hinder 

and limit a rivaling country in a certain region. So, defining some key geopolitical 

pivot countries in the post-Cold War era and gaining their control should be primary 

targets for sustaining American global supremacy strategy. In this regards, 

Brzezinski sees Russia, Germany, France, China and India as geostrategic 

countries in addition to the US. Brzezinski classifies Turkey, Iran, Azerbaijan, South 

Korea and Ukraine as pivot countries. Brzezinski also adds that this classification 

may not be a stagnant status quo though. Depending on the conditions, if any factor 

necessitates the opposite, some Central Asian countries like Kazakhstan, 

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, or Kyrgyzstan and South Caucasian countries 

Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Armenia could be included among pivot countries. 

Brzezinski adds that because of their capacity, power, ethnic, historical and religious 

missions Iran and Turkey can be effective into the depths of the Caucasus 

geopolitically. Brzezinski draws attention to the potential of these countries to be 

geostrategic players in the region146. 

 

Brzezinski in his analysis argues that defining pivot countries is a must for 

major powers through the geopolitics of the Cold War era. But, changes in the 

geopolitics right after the Cold War era also proves that certain powers including 

Israel still need to define pivot countries to secure their interests in different 

geographies of the world147. 

 

During the Cold War era, Caucasus was not geopolitically an important 

region for Israel. But with the collapse of the Soviet Union a quick shift took place in 

Israel’s foreign policy making and today it imports 20% of its oil needs from 

Azerbaijan. This development affected Israel’s foreign policy dynamics concerning 

the region completely. Israel plans to make energy deals not only with Azerbaijan 

but also with the whole Caspian basin and Central Asian countries which own 

natural resources. Azerbaijan plays a strategic place in Israel’s foreign policies. 

Because, Azerbaijan will be the opening gate for all these energy routes. If Israel 
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has to by-pass Azerbaijani territory it has to make deals with Armenia, Russia or 

especially its archenemy Iran to transport natural resources of Caspian basin, which 

seem impossible and problematic for Israel. 

 

It can be argued that Israel’s policies aiming to build closer relations with the 

former Soviet Union countries and especially Azerbaijan became very successful 

because these underdeveloped countries modeled on capitalist states like South 

Korea and Singapore and hoped that Israel’s immediate support to them would help 

them to turn into these countries of their dreams148. Also the fact that Azerbaijan 

managed to disconnect itself from any political ideology eased the way for Israel to 

gain acceptance to the region149. Both Israel and Azerbaijan considered that their 

mutual relationship would be based on pragmatic drives. 

 
Israeli interest in Azerbaijan has differing dimensions. One of them is the fact 

that some Israeli policy-makers see Azerbaijan and Caspian basin as part of the 

‘Greater Middle East’150. Being influential in a geography largely Muslim but non-

Arab has been a long lasting Israeli security objective. But, this study mainly aims to 

deal with economic aspect of Israeli interest in the region. So, military or national 

security dimension of Israeli interest in the region will not be examined. 

 

After the end of the Cold War, another important event affected Israel’s 

policies concerning Azerbaijan. Following the 9/11 events the US recognized the 

need for diversifying natural resources other than the ones in the Gulf region. As a 

result, the US increased its support to Israeli policies which aimed to pursue closer 

relations with Azerbaijan. So it can be said that with the new millennium, Israeli-

Azerbaijan relations made a new breakthrough and are improving day by day.  

 

Alexander Jackson comments that present geopolitics is geo-economics. By 

that he means that economic interests of a country frames the way it acts politically 

and economically. In similar lines Israel’s economic and energy related concerns 

seem to formulate its foreign policy dynamics concerning Azerbaijan. Jacob Abadi 
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argues that when Israel and Azerbaijan’s relations are closely examined it’s seen 

that both parties are motivated by economic gains and ideological perspectives 

played a minor role in building their relations151. For example, In 2000, Israel was 

Azerbaijan’s tenth largest trade partner. In 2005, in only 5 years, Israel became the 

fifth largest trade partner152. 

 
Through the years following the collapse of Soviet Union, Israel and 

Azerbaijan built rather close relations. Both countries cooperated in economic, 

security related, cultural, educational and strategic issues. Israel helped Azerbaijan 

to modernize its military, Israeli intelligence helped Azerbaijan against Islamic 

terrorists. Today, Israeli businessmen have rather comprehensive deals in 

investments in Azerbaijan. A major Azeri telephone company Bezeq is owned by 

Israeli investors153. Bakcell is a joint venture with Israel and Azeri Ministry of 

Communication. Numerous Israeli energy companies are active in Azerbaijan.  

 

Rafael Abbasov, former director of economic and trade development at the 

Israeli embassy in Baku, believes that there is a growing cooperation between Israel 

and Azerbaijan in energy sector. Which most of the time cannot be seen on fiscal 

reports. Abbasov says: ‘In terms of oil, Israeli firms are a lot more involved than 

when the eye first meets. Often they use the US or UK names to enter Azerbaijan’s 

energy market & bid for energy contracts.’154 

 

Azerbaijan hopes that Israeli technical support would help Azerbaijan to 

develop its technology and economy. Israel on the other hand, plans that 

Azerbaijani oil reaches to Israel through an underwater pipeline which will be 

connected to the BTC in Ceyhan. Israel does not only want to supply its energy 

needs through its import of Caspian oil over Azerbaijan. It also wants to gain money 

by selling this oil to other consumers in the world. For example, on June 5, 2007 

Israeli ambassador to Azerbaijan Arthur Lenk underlined that being a key consumer 

of Azeri oil Israel can be a strategic partner with Azerbaijan to sell Caspian oil to 
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Asian countries through Israeli Ashkelon-Eilat pipeline155. The main route to support 

such a plan would be the BTC pipeline which will be further analyzed in the following 

Chapter.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
ANALYSIS OF ENERGY SECURITY CHALLENGES FOR ISRAEL IN 

SOUTH CAUCASUS 
 

3.1. ENERGY SECURITY IN SOUTH CAUCASUS 
 

Diversity is one of the most important requirements of energy security 

concept. The rich energy resources in Caucasus provide such a chance to Israeli 

energy market. The BTC pipeline passes through Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey 

all of which have close relations with Israel. But, any local turmoil, conflict or 

instability through this pipeline route may cause troubles for the security of energy 

supplies to Israel. Such risks should be averted either through diplomacy or military 

means. 

 

Interestingly almost all energy rich regions of the world are economically and 

politically problematic areas. But, as a requirement of energy security, those 

producer regions should be secure, stable, economically developed and rule of law 

should prevail. In this way, access to those resources will be easier. Because, 

resources will remain ready, available, affordable and safe156.  

 
When looked from a general perspective, the possible threats to the region 

would come from state and non-state actors. By state actors Iran and Russia are 

considered. By non-state actors Al-Qaeda and Wahhabi supported Islamic terrorist 

organizations are considered. 

 

The energy route of the region is under threat of terrorist organizations 

because; both Azerbaijan and Georgia are allies of the US in the region. And both 

declared their support for the global war of the US against terrorism. In 2002, 

Azerbaijan and Georgia signed a deal act against terrorism unilaterally. In the deal it 

was underlined that all three countries -Azerbaijan, Georgia, and the US- support 

the transportation of Caspian resources to the West through the BTC pipeline and 

against the conflicts in Caucasus they would act together. Also, all three countries 

approved the project that American soldiers would train Georgian troops against 
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terrorism. As a result, Islamic terrorist organizations have the potential to cause 

problems for energy routes in South Caucasus.157  

 

On the other side, against the Western countries which act together on 

transporting the Caspian oil to the international market over Baku-Ceyhan route it’s 

observed that Russia, China and Russia act together starting from 2004158. Russia 

opposes the building and operation of BTC pipeline in the region because it actively 

seeks ways to prevent or pre-empt pipeline routes that could carry Caspian 

resources to the West by bypassing Russian territory. 

 

Russia fears that if alternative energy routes are realized in the region like 

the BTC pipeline, its monopoly in energy will greatly be defected. Until recently it 

was the highest authority to decide on the pricing of energy and it used this power 

strategically as well. When Russia had problems with any of surrounding countries 

like Ukraine in 2006 and 2008 for example it simply cut the flow of gas to consumer 

countries. With the BTC pipeline and other future pipeline routes Russia will have to 

step back from this privileged position. Russia simply doesn’t want to do so159. 

 

Iran is another country that can cause trouble on energy routes. Because, 

Iran is uncomfortable with American and Israeli presence in its vicinity. Iran 

considers that the US and its allies use the cause of fighting against global terrorism 

as a pretext to interfere with the regional politics in the Gulf area and Caucasus and 

the US’s ultimate aim is to control the rich resources of the region. If Iran doesn’t 

want to act state-wise using its foreign policy tools and military power by for example 

either diplomatically protesting or declaring war on regional countries, it can make 

use of its proxies or some terrorist groups to cause burden on the security of the 

BTC pipeline160.  

 

Al-Qaeda’s threats on world energy routes remains as a risky factor. On 

February 24, 2005 Al-Qaeda attacked Aramco facility in Saudi Arabia. Although the 
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attack failed, the price of oil negatively affected and jumped nearly 2$ per barrel in 

international markets161.  

  

In addition to the first attack on February 24, 2005 two additional attempted 

attacks followed; the first on March 28, 2005 and the second 9/11 style assaults in 

April 2007. All three were successfully averted. But many analysts conclude that Al-

Qaeda is still active and trying to cause economic troubles for the international 

markets. Their first target will be energy industry. The BTC is not an exception. The 

BTC can be a target for terrorist attacks because of the Azerbaijanian and Georgian 

governments’ support for America in its fight against global terrorism. 

 

It seems that regional instability has the potential to cause troubles on 

energy security in the South Caucasus. Any country which has strategic and 

economic interests in the region feels the necessity to be part of these problems. 

Because, instability and volatility can also effect these countries’ interests in the 

South Caucasus negatively. Concerning Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia 

conflicts it can be said that Israel feels the same way. But there is no situation for 

Israel to use force to support its interests in the region concerning these regional 

conflicts due to geographical distance. It uses other means than directly using 

weapons to achieve its aim in the region.  

 

About Nagorno-Karabakh conflict Israel sides with Azerbaijan against 

Armenia and in South Ossetia conflict Israel sides with Georgia against Russia. But, 

in both cases it is active in a rather subtle way. No one can say Israel is part of the 

clashes but it’s never away from the conflicts either162.  

  

Ethnic conflict has never been more effective than Caucasus except former 

Yugoslavia in modern times in Europe. In the South Caucasus, through 1988-1994 

numerous conflicts occurred and none of them is solved yet163. Daily clashes are 

stopped through cease-fire deals. In the following section two of these regional 

conflicts Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia will be analyzed. 
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3.2. ISRAELI INTEREST ON PIPELINE SECURITY 
 

      Today there are two major powers in Caucasus; the US and Russia and 

each of them tries to strengthen its position in the region. The main rivalry between 

them depends on the issue of how to transport Central Asian and Caspian basin 

natural resources to the West. The US supported Western route aims to carry 

natural resources through Central Asia, Caspian, Georgia and Turkey to the 

international markets by by-passing Russia and Iran. The Russian supported 

Northern route on the other hand, plans to pump oil and gas reserves first to the 

Caucasus and then to Russian port Novorossiysk. The energy resources then will 

be carried by tankers through Bosporus to European markets. Another alternative 

for the Northern route is using a pipeline passing through Bulgaria and Greece 

instead of Bosporus. Final alternative is a pipeline reaching to Georgia’s Supsa port 

from Caucasus164.  

 

 The advantage of Baku-Ceyhan (Western route) is that Ceyhan port can 

serve to rather big tankers with great capacities. Supsa and Novorossiysk ports on 

the other hand can only serve to smaller tankers. The results of these rivaling 

projects are the US supported BTC and the Russian supported Blue Stream 

pipelines.  In fact, Israel has connections to both of them although it’s strategically 

one of the most devoted allies of both the Western world and especially the US in 

Caucasus. Israeli politicians are planning to reach to oil resources of Caspian basin 

through the BTC pipeline and natural gas resources via the Blue Stream pipeline165. 

 

The real reason for building the BTC with the US support is the strategic aim 

of breaking the monopoly of Russia in Caucasus and the Caspian basin. When the 

rivaling project Blue stream pipeline started to operate, the BTC pipeline was still on 

paper as a project. During Cold War era and later with President Yeltsin, Russian 

foreign policy was mainly based on military security concerns. With President Putin 

however, following 2001 National Security Document Russia changed its policies 

from security to energy concerns. Russia today owns the greatest and richest 

energy resources of the world and the Putin administration wants to make use of 

them. Through this period, Russia developed two strategies concerning energy 
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resources. First, controlling the biggest possible share of natural resources and 

second attaining the full control of transportation routes166. 

 

Today, Russia wants to continue its monopoly on transportation routes due 

to economic and security reasons. Its aim is to preserve its decision-making role on 

oil prices and production rates by controlling all the routes into its region167. 

 

Thus, the Baku-Ceyhan project was planned to affect the monopoly of 

Russia over energy corridors to a great extent. It was also considered by the 

Western world that the BTC pipeline would affect Russian control over oil export 

rates. Currently, 70% of national export is oil and natural gas in Russia. A one-dollar 

change in the price of oil would mean a 1.2 billion$ loss of energy revenues for 

Russia. 

 

Perfectly aware of such conditions, Azerbaijan has always been part of 

Russia’s energy plans. But, all the Azeri governments since 1991 tried to free 

themselves from the influence chamber of Russia. The best way to gain 

independence from Russia was to build a pipeline that would bypass Russian 

territory. The construction of the BTC gave Azerbaijan this chance to keep away 

from Russian sphere168. 

 

The attempts of Russia under Commonwealth of Independent States to 

involve Caucasus and South-West wing under its control resulted in the 

establishment of GUUAM which included Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, 

and Uzbekistan. GUUAM’S major feature is that it’s established by countries that are 

bothered by the increasing Russian influence. One of the primary aims of GUUAM is 

to balance the increasing effect through Commonwealth of Independent States by 

building close relations with NATO and the Western world169.  
 

The Western world also wanted to build close relations with Azerbaijan and 

in this way to increase stability in the region. The aim of this regional stability and 
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economic development of Azerbaijan would guarantee a secure transportation of 

Caspian sources to the West. The BTC pipeline should be considered from this 

perspective. The BTC pipeline is built especially with the support of the US to 

stabilize the region and transport the rich sources of the Caspian basin to the West.  

 
Following the 9/11 events and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the 

geopolitical dynamics in the world system changed to a great extent and these 

changes necessitated Israeli foreign policy makers to make shifts in their foreign 

policy-making strategies. The ideological and geopolitical vacuum in the region led 

Israeli foreign policy-makers to consider Caucasus and Central Asia having 

importance for Israeli energy security170. The geographic distance between Israel 

and Caucasus didn’t much affect the process. 

 
As a result of these geopolitical changes, the aim of Western world was to 

build secular and pro-Western democracies in the newly independent Muslim states. 

Israel as part of the western world was actively involved in this strategy. And Israel 

received the approval of the US to establish close relations with the regional 

countries171. Israel offered to transfer its technical knowledge about medicine, 

agriculture and irrigation to Azerbaijan in addition to its close relations with 

Azerbaijan in military, economic and political spheres. 

 
In fact, according to some analysts Israel was so active in these policies that 

it even affected the planning of the pipeline route to further include Israel in the 

future. Christopher Bollyn says: 

 
‘The relationship among Israel, Turkey and the United States is the major 
factor for the selection of the Baku-Ceyhan route, which could be extended 
to bring oil directly to the energy-deficient Israel.’172 
 

As for Israeli interest in natural gas from Blue Stream pipeline, it can be said 

that with Ariel Sharon’s election as the Prime Minister of Israel in 2001, Israeli-

Russian relations are softened. In 2001, Sharon visited Moscow and at the end of 
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that visit both Russian President Vladimir Putin and Israeli Prime Minister Ariel 

Sharon expressed their support for future plans to carry Russian gas to Israel 

through Blue Stream pipeline173. Israel’s interest in the Russian gas can be 

explained by Israel’s energy plans to increase the amount of natural gas 

consumption while decreasing oil consumption rates. Because, gas is cheaper and 

easier for Israel to supply when compared to oil. 

 

3.2.1. THE BTC PIPELINE 

The BTC pipeline has strategic importance in terms of energy security not 

only for the countries of the region but also for the whole Western world including 

the US and Israel. In fact, the BTC pipeline signifies the energy rivalry between 

Russia and US.   

Against all the objections from Russia, the US pressed hard to realize this 

great project. When looked from our study’s view, the BTC has a vital importance to 

transport Caucasus energy resources to Israel.  

 
 Before the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Russia was the only monopole for 

carrying Caspian basin energy resources to the Western markets through its 

pipeline system. For the EU and the US on the other hand, the best way to decrease 

their dependence on Russian pipelines was to build various alternative pipelines 

over producer countries in the Caspian basin and the Central Asia. The Western 

bloc considered that these pipelines had to pass through ‘friendly’ countries. 

Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey were the three friendly countries for the Western 

world in the region. The BTC pipeline uses the territories of these three states to 

reach to the Mediterranean from the Caucasus. 

 

 A short ‘facts’ part can be relevant to visualize what is meant by the BTC 

pipeline. By many, the BTC pipeline is called ‘The ‘Project of the Century’. It is 

planned through early 1990s and costs around 4 billion $. The total cost of the 

project is around 12 billion $ including oil platform and oil storage facilities. Total 

length of the pipeline is around 1776 km. 1076 km of the pipeline passes through 

Turkey. The oil carried from Shahdeniz via the BTC first loaded in Ceyhan as of 
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June 2006. Daily capacity of the pipeline is around 1 million barrels/day. The Azeri 

oil in the BTC is considered lighter and sweeter (mostly composed of benzene and 

motorin) by refinery companies and because of this international markets prefer 

Azeri oil on rivaling Russian oil174. 

 

 The primary instinct behind building the BTC was totally dependent on 

geopolitical concerns. The aim was helping certain states like Azerbaijan and 

Georgia gain their independence from Russian Federation. Israel as part of the 

western world shared the same vision and supported efforts to build this massive 

pipeline. In parallel lines Necdet Pamir argues that the geostrategic importance of 

the BTC is far beyond its economic gains. Because, the BTC will help bypass 

Russia and Caspian and Central Asian states will no longer remain landlocked to 

transport their natural resources to the West175. 

 

Through the mid 1990s both Ankara and Baku supported an oil pipeline 

passing through Azerbaijan and Turkey to avert a unilateral Russian effect on 

energy. The US on the other hand, at first was reluctant to support such a project 

due to security concerns and the possibility that it could cost more than the other 

alternative routes, and more importantly it didn’t want to face the Russian reaction 

for the US support. Oil companies which were seeking a better cost-effect ratio were 

also affective in this policy. In 1998, the Clinton administration declared that the 

primary alternative would be to transport Caspian oil through Turkey to world 

markets. In October 1998, the regional countries convened in Ankara and decided 

that Baku-Ceyhan would be the main route. When oil companies voiced their 

concern about oil cost and the possibility that enough resources would not be found 

to support the pipeline, Turkey asked for the support of the US which saw Baku-

Ceyhan as a strategic alternative176. President Bush, after Clinton was more 

determined to realize the project. Vice President Dick Cheney of Bush 

administration told the incumbent Turkish Prime Minister Ecevit that the US saw the 

project as a strategic rather than a commercial one177. 
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Iran opposed the construction of the BTC in this route. The reason for this 

opposition was both the possibility that such a project would diminish the profit of 

Iran from natural resources and that this route would open Caspian resources to 

Iran’s archenemy Israel. Russia on the other hand, opposed the construction of this 

pipeline that it would break its monopoly over natural resources in the region. Also in 

Russia, it was argued that the Western world was willing to deploy military units 

close to the pipeline route with the pretext that the region was an instable area and 

the route had to be secured178.  

 

 The BTC pipeline has affected the global energy politics from the very 

beginning. In the past South Caucasia was left to the influence of Russia and the US 

respected this for a long time. But, with the changes in geopolitics the US strategists 

decided to follow a more active policy in the region. In fact some steps of these 

Western policies were criticized because it was claimed that the regional states 

were not very much reliable partners due to their immature democracies179. The 

Caucasian counterparts of Western leaders were theoretically elected politicians 

through legal elections but were not very much trustworthy due to their corrupted 

relations.  

  

 In contrast to Russian argument that the BTC pipeline would cause 

disruptions and add to the volatility of the region, the Western world considers that 

the project will facilitate security in the Caucasus.  For example, both Azerbaijan and 

Georgia consider that the BTC pipeline will support their territorial integrity and 

sovereignty rights in their countries. 

As part of the Western world, Israel is one of the benefactors of the BTC 

pipeline. In fact while the BTC pipeline was being constructed the only aim was not 

simply transporting energy resources of the Caspian basin and Central Asia to the 

Western markets. The BTC is not simply an energy pipeline. It is also one of the 

guarantees of regional security for all the actors in the Caucasus including Israel. 
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In Helena Kane Finn’s words,  

“The most important development on the political-economic front resulting 
from the September 11 attacks is a renewed effort toward the 
implementation of plans to actualize the Baku-Ceyhan oil pipeline.”180 

 

The United States considers that terrorism especially the one stemmed from 

religious fundamentalism is the most important threat to its own well-being. Because 

of this, it supports strategic projects on critical regions which support terrorism. One 

of these vital projects is the construction of the BTC pipeline181. In this way, by 

supporting the problematic geographies economically, the US hopes that its own 

and strategic partners’ security will be guaranteed. Israel is among those strategic 

partners of the US in Caucasus182.   

 

Israel has always been part of the BTC project. Even in its planning phase 

Israel was part of the process. The BTC pipeline drew attention of Israel due to 

consistent support it received from American Jewish lobbies which considered that 

one of the main concerns of energy security concept would be increasing the 

number of possible routes to carry natural resources. Here the aim is avoiding from 

limiting energy dependency to only one pipeline route in case this route is attacked 

by a terrorist group or regional conflicts take place in the neighborhood of the 

pipeline. With this idea in mind, American Jewish leaders met with the then Azeri 

President Haidar Aliyev in 1997 to discuss how they could support the project in the 

US Congress. Israel and American Jews had great influence during the construction 

phase of the BTC pipeline. The Armenian lobby in the US opposed the construction 

of the pipeline because of Azerbaijan-Armenia dispute over Nagorno-Karabakh. But, 

Azerbaijan managed to gain the support of Jewish Caucasus members and 

prominent Jewish lobbies like American Jewish Community and the B’nai Brith in the 

construction period of the BTC pipeline183.  
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The BTC pipeline has the potential to transport Azeri oil (in the future 

Kazakhstan is expected to join the project) to Israel in a more reliable way. The BTC 

pipeline gives Israel a chance to step away from the Iranian domination in the Gulf 

region and its possible threats to its territory and economic benefits. Also it’s the 

shortest route to carry Caspian resources to Israel184. 
 

Officially, Israel has been focused on negotiations with Azerbaijan and 

Turkey to extend the BTC pipeline to Turkey since 2006. Israeli attention to the BTC 

can be observed from the fact that Israeli Minister of National Infrastructures 

Binyamir Ben-Eliezer attended to the opening ceremony of the BTC pipeline on July 

6, 2006. Israel’s utmost goal in relation to the BTC pipeline is to extend the pipeline 

to Israeli Red Sea port in Eilat. In this way Israel will be able to transport Azerbaijani 

and Kazakh oil to Asian markets. In a visit to Baku in 2006, Binyamin Ben Eliezer 

underlines that Israel is only 400 miles from Ceyhan and because of this closeness 

Israel may have the chance to transport the Caspian resources to various 

consumers in the West and Far East. Today, Israel imports 20% of its oil supplies 

through the BTC. Although traditionally Israel keeps the name of its energy sources 

secret as a national security concern, it officially declared that it started to buy oil 

from Azerbaijan through the BTC pipeline. In some circles, it’s commented that 

Israel wanted to underline the strategic nature of Israeli-Azerbaijani relations. Israel 

ships the oil from Ceyhan to its territory at the moment. But, in the future Israel plans 

to re-export some of Azeri oil to Far East countries like China, India and Japan 

through the Red Sea185. 

 

The BTC route circumvents Iran and Russia. As a result, the pipeline 

connects Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. All three countries are strategic partners 

of Israel being secular and pro-Western countries in the region. Such a pipeline 

perfectly supports Israel’s strategic interests concerning its energy security in the 

region. 
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The BTC pipeline helps landlocked Azerbaijan to sell its oil through Georgia 

and Turkey to the West. Azerbaijani Foreign Minister Araz Azimov states the 

following on the benefits of the BTC for Israel:  

 

The BTC is going to Ceyhan, and that is the Mediterranean… And to buy the 
Azerbaijani oil is much preferable than the Persian oil… In the Persian Gulf 
you have 700 billion tons per year of oil being thrown into the market, while in 
the Mediterranean Azerbaijani oil will contribute 15 million tons a year. In the 
Mediterranean, you have lesser amounts of oil and more dynamics. Israel 
has its own demand here. Huge demands. In strategic way, Israel has 
certain reasons to be interested in Azerbaijan.’186 
 

The relations between Israel and Azerbaijan are not only limited with 

connecting the BTC to Israel. Other than the BTC pipeline, the most strategic 

cooperation between Israel and Azerbaijan depends on construction of a multi-

purpose pipeline between Turkish port Ceyhan and Israel’s southern part. This 

multi-purpose pipeline which was launched in July 2008 will connect the two 

countries by four pipelines to carry oil, gas, water and electricity to Israel. In this 

way, Israel plans to solve all its resource problems for the foreseeable future187.  

 

3.2.2. THE BLUE STREAM PIPELINE 

 
The Blue Stream pipeline project was first heard on December 15, 1997 with 

a deal which prospected that the Russian natural gas to Turkey would be 

transported through a pipeline down the Black Sea. With this deal Gazexport and 

Botaş agreed to transport 16 billion m3/year natural gas for 25 years. At the 

beginning the pipeline would supply 2 billion m3/year. Today it supplies 4 billion 

m3/year natural gas. At the end of a 25 year period it’s planned to transport 365 m3 

natural gas. Through the construction of the Blue Stream, the Russian desire was to 

further develop Russian transportation routes and hinder Turkey to sign further 

energy deals with third countries188. 

 

One of the most important features of the Blue Stream is that there is no third 

country between Turkey and Russia to transport natural gas. This fact gives Turkey 
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the chance to buy natural gas from Russia 12% cheaper when compared to 

previous energy deals with Russia. The financial support to project is given by 

Russia. It cost around 3.2 billion$ to finish the project. In fact, the Blue Stream 

pipeline is highly criticized in Turkey because it would deepen Turkish dependency 

on Russian natural gas. Whereas the EU underlined that any member country’s 

dependence on a single producer country should not be higher than 30%, with this 

Blue Stream pipeline project Turkey’s dependency on Russian gas reached to more 

than 65%189. 

 

Israel is also interested in Russian supported Blue Stream natural gas 

pipeline. Before the end of the Cold war, Caucasus was not among the regions that 

supplied energy resources to Israel. But, with the geopolitical changes the region 

emerged as an eligible source of natural resources for Israel. Today, Israel imports 

most of its oil from Russia and former Soviet Union states190. With the Sharon 

government since 2001, Israeli-Russian relations started to improve. The real 

reason behind this improvement is the fact that both sides were willing to profit from 

natural gas reserves of Russia. Israel desperately needed natural gas from another 

source other than Egypt. Because, due to certain dynamics in its domestic policies, 

being dependent on an Arabic Egypt on gas has always remained a nuisance for 

politicians in Israel. The same thing can also be said concerning Egypt. Having to 

sell gas to Israel is also a problematic issue for Egypt. Israel is uncomfortable with 

an Egyptian monopole in gas191. Because of this; the future pipeline project which is 

planned to connect Blue Stream with Israel will have a chance to diversify Israeli 

energy resources. Russia on the other hand, many times repeated that Russia was 

interested in a project which could extend the Blue Stream pipeline to Israel to carry 

Russian gas or carrying the same Russian gas through LNG tankers to Israel192. 

 

In fact, similar to the BTC pipeline which receives the support of Western 

powers due to strategic concerns rather than economic gains, Russia’s strong 

support to the Blue Stream project is more strategic than economic. 
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Russia was one of the superpowers during the Soviet Union. But, with the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia had to reconsider its capabilities. It’s obvious 

that during the new era, Russia doesn’t have the means to continue an economic 

and military rivalry against the US. As a result, its only chance is to make use of its 

natural resources strategically193. 

 

When looked from Russian perspective, the Blue Stream project has a vital 

importance for Russian strategy to become 21st century’s energy super power. The 

ex-CEO of RAD Gazprom Rem Voyhirev underlines the importance of Blue Stream 

pipeline for Russian energy strategies. According to Voyhirev being economically 

present in Turkey would help Russia to enter European energy market194. 
 

Contrary to the expectation that Russian politicians would focus on their vast 

oil resources, Russian energy strategic concept gives the major role to natural gas 

to become an energy super power. The fact that Russia owns the greatest gas 

reserves and being the only alternative for another natural gas rich but landlocked 

country Turkmenistan to sell its gas to foreign markets adds to the strength of 

Russia. On May 22, 2003 Russian government held a meeting to discuss the energy 

strategy of Russia until 2020. In this meeting the need to build 20.000 km extra 

pipelines until 2020 was discussed. Adding new pipeline routes to Blue Stream 

pipelines was among the primary projects then195. 

 

The Blue stream pipeline has a capacity to supply gas to various additional 

routes. One of these new routes can be further lengthening the pipeline to the South 

of Turkey and in this way enabling Israel to connect to this gas pipeline. 

 
Like the consumer countries, producer countries also would like to diversify 

their routes and markets. Blue Stream is a major pipeline connecting Russia with 

Turkey. But, the BTC pipeline didn’t make Russians happy. Because of this most 

probably they will use Bulgaria-Greece route as an alternative to Turkey by by-

passing its territory. Still Russians wish to enlarge the Blue Stream pipeline and 
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lengthen it to either Israel in the South or Greece and Bulgaria to the East. Russia’s 

aim is to reach to Europe and Far East with as many possible and feasible pipelines 

as possible. Russian Gazprom wants to increase the amount of oil it pumps to 

Turkey and connect the pipeline with an underwater project to Israel. While reaching 

to Middle East not only Israel but also European countries and especially Italy is 

aimed196. 

 

Some Israelis think that Russian oil can also follow a similar route and reach 

to Akabe bay over Israeli territory. In this way Russian oil can reach to India and 

China through a much easier route. Through these projects, Israel and Russia aim 

to extend the Blue Stream pipeline to reach to Israel. First news about concrete 

steps to realize such a project began to be heard as of the second quarter of 2006. 

For example on April 4, 2006 it was announced that Gazprom's Chairman, Alexci 

Miller visited Turkey to discuss extending the Blue Stream gas pipeline to other 

countries in the Mediterranean region, including Israel and Lebanon. The sub-Black 

Sea gas pipeline would extend from the Black Sea port city of Samsun to Turkey's 

Ceyhan oil terminal on the Mediterranean and then on to Israel and Lebanon197.  

 
Miller also offered to extend the pipeline Westward to Greece and then to 

Italy. A joint company would be formed for that project. "We consider Turkey as a 

reliable partner to transit gas to third countries,"198 he said. As of October 2009, 

Israel, Turkey and Russia are still negotiating extending the Blue Stream pipeline to 

Israel. 
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3.3. REGIONAL ISSUES AND ENERGY SECURITY 
 

According to Amineh and Houwelinng there are seven conflict risks near the 

BTC pipeline. These are cited below: 

1. Nagorno-Karabakh conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan (20 km), 

2. South Ossetia conflict. First between Georgia–South Ossetia and then 

between Georgia and Russia (60 km), 

3. North Ossetia vs. Ingushetia conflict (225 km), 

4. Russia vs. Dagestan conflict (85 km), 

5. Russia vs. Chechnya conflict (115), 

6. Georgia vs. Abkhazia conflict (135), 

7. Turkey vs. PKK terror organization (the pipeline passes through the Turkish 

geography where the terrorist organization is active).199 

 

Among the seven regional conflicts listed above, this study will focus on the 

first two of them due to their geographic closeness to the route of the BTC pipeline.  

 

As seen above, there are numerous problems surrounding the route of the 

BTC. But, the Bush administration insisted that the BTC route would ensure the flow 

of secure energy supplies to the West. This policy-making strategy once again 

underlines that the BTC pipeline is a strategic pipeline rather than an economic one. 

In the following sections these conflicts, their potential security threats on the BTC 

pipeline and Israeli positions concerning each of them will be analyzed. 

 
3.3.1. NAGORNO-KARABAKH CONFLICT AND ENERGY SECURITY 

 
The history of Nagorno-Karabakh conflict dates back to 1988. In 1989, the 

population of the region was around 192.000 and its surface area was around 

4400km2. The region was called Artsakh (Fresh Forest) among the Armenians. 

During the Soviet Union, it was part of Azerbaijan since 1923 with a 70% Armenian 

population.  

 

Through the 1980s towards the end of Soviet Union, the Nagorno-Karabakh 

Autonomous Region applied to all three countries USSR, Armenia and Azerbaijan 
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on February 20, 1988 and declared that it wanted to unite with Armenia. Azerbaijan 

Supreme Soviet declined this proposal. At the time, a legal obligation that none of 

the Soviet Republics’ borders could be changed without the consent of those 

republics was used as a premise for the Azerbaijani objection. On July 1988, the 

USSR Supreme Soviet rejected Armenian Supreme Soviet’s decision to include 

Nagorno-Karabakh into its borders and took over the control of Nagorno-Karabakh 

in 1989200.  

 

After both Azerbaijan and Armenia won their independence in 1991, 

Azerbaijan declared that it annexed Nagorno-Karabakh into its borders on 

November 26, 1991. Armenian people living in Nagorno-Karabakh responded to this 

by a referendum on December 10, 1991. But, Armenian proposal to enter the 

Commonwealth of Independent States as ‘Nagorno-Karabakh Autonomous 

Republic’ was declined by Russia. In 1992, the non-Armenian population of 

Nagorno-Karabakh was forced to leave the country. Armenians with the help of 

Russia controlled a large region surrounding Nagorno-Karabakh region and with the 

help of Lachin corridor they established a territorial link between Nagorno-Karabakh 

and Armenia. As of 2009, 1/5 of Azerbaijani territory is still under control of 

Armenia201. 

 

Around 1000.000 Azeris are refugees in Azerbaijan. In Armenia on the other 

hand, ¼ of the population left the country due to the difficulties and economic 

burden caused by the war202.  

 
Nagorno-Karabakh war ceased with Russian pressure in May, 1994 with a 

cease-fire deal signed by parties in Bishkek. Since the end of the war, various 

meeting are held through the supervision of OSCE (Minsk Process) and the US-led 

Key West in 2001 to find a solution to the conflict. But, all efforts so far failed to bring 

peace in the conflict203. Technically Armenia won the war in Nagorno-Karabakh 

having occupied 20% of Azeri soil which include Nagorno-Karabakh region and 
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seven surrounding regions. But, Armenia couldn’t manage to win the peace. As of 

today, negotiations are deadlocked and both sides seem reluctant to find an 

immediate solution.  The reason for this reluctance is that both sides think that time 

will be in their favor204. Armenia considers that Azerbaijani army is weak and will 

never have the capacity to cause a threat to Armenia. Azerbaijan on the other hand 

thinks that with its rising oil revenues it will both strengthen its army and gain the 

political support of Western world against Russia and Armenia205.  

 

Robert O. Freedman discusses that the future of regional conflicts will 

depend on the differences on the amount and technology of military weapons the 

regional countries will have. For example, through the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict 

Armenia bought 1 billion $ worth armaments from Russia. And Azerbaijan may use 

its future oil revenues to invest in its military technology. In such a case, it seems 

that the dynamics of the conflict will change favoring Azerbaijan206. 
 

The conflict and invasion of part of its territory affected the domestic stability 

of Azerbaijan and delayed its integration with the international society. Though its 

territory is invaded and part of its population became refugees, Azerbaijan couldn’t 

receive much foreign support. Though they had better realist or idealist reasons to 

support Azerbaijan, many countries remained reluctant to give their support to this 

country. Russian Federation supported Armenia to force Azerbaijan to become a 

Commonwealth of Independent States member and due to its historical strategy of 

supporting Armenia in contentious cases207.  

 

The US on the other side which could be expected to support Azerbaijan 

side with idealist reasons pursued negative policies due to the influence of the 

Armenian lobby in the US. When looked from a realist perspective with its rich 

energy sources Azerbaijan is strategically much more important than Armenia. 

Though Azerbaijan is rather important in building an East-West energy corridor, the 

US Congress approved 907 Freedom Support Act which would blockade American 
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aid to Azerbaijan. American administrations tried to soften this decision and it took a 

long time to change the situation. In the face of Armenian attempts to enlarge the 

Azerbaijani invasion, there were declarations by the US side that such attempts 

couldn’t be supported. The US State Department declared with the Lachin and 

Susha invasion that changing the legal status of Nahcevan, Nagorno-Karabakh or 

any other region unilaterally by using military power or violence cannot be accepted. 

UN Security Council issued various decisions concerning the invasion of Azerbaijan. 

With an 882 Resolution UN underlined the need for respecting territorial integrity 

and sovereign rights of all countries in the region. The same resolution warned the 

parties that internationally recognized territorial boundaries shouldn’t be changed 

and asked those intruders to withdraw their military power which invaded Kelbejer 

and other parts of Azeri soil. After the invasion of Agdam, the 853 Resolution 

emphasized the withdrawal of invaders. UN Security Council 874 and 884 

Resolutions have parallel points. Though changing natural borders is prohibited by 

international law it seems that the international society can’t act together to finish the 

Armenian invasion of Azeri soil208.  

 

Nagorno-Karabakh conflict affected not only the Azerbaijanian-Armenian 

relations but also almost all major projects including the BTC pipeline and Russian-

Georgian-Turkish-Iranian foreign policy dynamics through the period since the 

1990s. In the Caucasus one of the greatest threats for international security would 

be caused by the possibility that major states become part of a military conflict 

taking place in the region. Through Nagorno-Karabakh conflict there was such a 

risk. At the time, Iran and Turkey acted rather cautiously not to upset Russia. 

Because, a possible Turkish interference would cause a Third World War209. 

 

Strategically Nagorno-Karabakh region cannot be said to be very important. 

Because it has no natural resources and no international transportation route 

passes over the region. In fact Armenia itself could be defined as strategically 

important before the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict broke out. Because, to transport 

Azerbaijani oil to the western markets the shortest route would pass over Armenian 

territory. But, Armenia preferred not to cooperate with the neighboring countries 
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during the construction period of the BTC pipeline. As a result, Armenia lost its 

geographically advantageous position. The country emphasized its anti-Turkism 

policies. The BTC on the other hand continued its route over Georgia with some 

degree of increase in its finance. The route was lengthened but the parties in the 

construction of the project preferred security over economy210. 
 

The deadlock in Nagorno-Karabakh conflict obfuscates regional cooperation. 

Armenia’s relentless uncompromising policies and its irredentist strategy against its 

neighbors results in isolation for this country. Armenia is excluded from the project of 

carrying Caspian energy resources to the West. Also, the Azerbaijan-Georgia-

Turkey railroad project which would connect Caucasus with the West Armenia is 

also excluded from this project211. 

 

With similar isolationist policies Armenia is doomed to be dependent on 

Russia both economically and politically today. Azerbaijan on the hand tries to attain 

a better economic and political stance in the international society with its vast energy 

resources and its producer position in the BTC pipeline project. 

 

Probably Azerbaijan is the most motivated country in the region to solve this 

conflict through the long-lasting deadlock. Because, it has to deal with a massive 

refugee problem and with 20% of its territory invaded it wants to re-build its territorial 

integrity. With this aim in mind, Azerbaijan built closer relations with all countries that 

can be effective to solve this problem. It has been a devoted US ally in the region 

and has always seemed willing to develop close relations with Israel. It has always 

cared about pursuing balanced relations with Russia. And as a recent development, 

according to a Washington Institute report, Azerbaijan’s final political act is seeking 

even Iranian support to deal with the conflict212.  

 
The Western world and the UN want the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict to be 

solved. The US wants to solve Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Because, in this way 

America will ensure stability and security in the Caucasus through building regional 
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peace. Also, the US will have the opportunity to weaken Russian influence in 

Caucasus. Both the US and EU support peace talks between sides and wish 

stability to be settled in the region. Because, they care about rich energy sources 

and the Caucasus means an alternative source for the Western world in addition to 

the Middle East. The US continues its support to Aliev government despite human 

rights violations in the country and the allegation that elections were manipulated. 

 
It can be said that Israel has always supported Azerbaijan in Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict against Armenia. This support has reasons. First, Israel has 

strategic concerns regarding Azerbaijan and Caspian basin natural sources. With its 

support to Azerbaijan, Israel considers that it will gain easier access to these energy 

reserves. Second, historically Israeli and Armenian relations have never been warm 

if not cool. This has various reasons according to Sedat Laçiner. He argues that 

there are seven main reasons for the Armenian mistrust towards the Jews: 

‘historical reasons, religious reasons, the Armenian Western skepticism and the 

Armenian isolationist perception, the impact of Israeli-Turkish friendship on Armenia, 

Azerbaijani oils, Israel and the American Jewish lobby, and finally Israeli attitude 

towards the Armenian allegations213’. 

 

When it comes to focus on Nagorno-Karabakh conflict Sedat Laçiner argues 

that during the Soviet Union there was a rather liberal and tolerant atmosphere for 

different ethnic and religious backgrounds in Nagorno-Karabakh. Jews were among 

those who enjoyed this freedom. Many Jews escaping from anti-Semitism in Russia, 

Ukraine and Belarus flooded to Nagorno-Karabakh. But, during the Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict anti-Semitism emerged as part of rising nationalism among 

Armenians of Nagorno-Karabakh. As a result, many Jews in Nagorno-Karabakh 

emigrated through 1990s214. 

 

However, Israel’s main concern with the region depends on petro-economic 

reasons. In addition to Israelis, Jewish businessmen living America have always 

considered Azerbaijan a new ‘Kuwait’ for their energy interests. To reach to 

Azerbaijan sources the best policy would be having excellent relations with 

Azerbaijan, the main enemy of Armenia. In fact, Armenia with its small size, 
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isolationist policies and no-natural resources could provide no chances for 

cooperation with Israel and American Jews. As a result, the American Jewish lobby 

has always been rather close to Azerbaijan. Some Jewish lobbies struggled 

enormously to invalidate Section 907 of the US Foreign assistance legislation which 

limited the US aid to Azerbaijan due to Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. 

 

With the influence of strong Armenian Lobby, 907 Freedom Support Act 

declared that the US would not help Azerbaijan economically unless the Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict was solved. As a result, Azerbaijan received no monetary aid 

while Armenia was given 1 billion $ aid through the years in 1990s215. The act called 

Azerbaijan an aggressor although 20% of its soil was occupied by Armenia and 

prohibited direct American aid to Azerbaijan. In autumn 2001216, Jewish 

organizations declared their opposition to Section 907217. The Jewish lobbies 

supported the view that Azerbaijan is a close ally of Israel, the US and the West and 

must be supported by the US. With the help of effective Jewish organizations, 

Turkey and Zbigniew Brzezinski’s personal efforts the Congress members are 

persuaded to lift the Section 907 in Freedom Support Act. Jane Hunter argues that 

Armenia considered such Turkish, Israeli efforts as a conspiracy against Armenia 

and nationalist Armenians blamed local Jews as representatives of Israel218.  
 

One of the reasons for Israeli support to Azerbaijan in Nagorno-Karabakh 

conflict can be related with Israel’s own regional problems with its neighbors in its 

vicinity. Israel had to fight against five invading Arab armies against its 

independence through its history. At the moment, Israel is technically in a war 

against Syria, Lebanon, and Iraq. Daily clashes are stopped through cease-fire 

deals. Similar things can be said about Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan is surrounded by a 

long lasting military conflict with Armenia over Nagorno-Karabakh. Today, part of 

Azeri soil is invaded by Armenia219. 
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For Israel, building cordial relations with Azerbaijan was expected to yield 

positive outcomes for Israel. But, Israel also had to take into consideration the 

possibility to alienate Armenia. Azerbaijan expected Israel’s support at least 

neutrality in Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Israel had a chance to sell arms to Armenia. 

But, it preferred not to be part of such a deal. Because of such Israeli attitudes some 

analysts prefer to state that rather than openly supporting Azerbaijan in the conflict, 

Israel avoided from taking an overt stand in the conflict220. Some analysts on the 

other hand, argue that Israel supplied Stinger missiles to Azerbaijan during the 

conflict221. 

 

For Azerbaijan, Israeli support for Azeri policies is important. Because, 

Azerbaijanian policy-makers hope that Israeli support would affect the rather 

powerful Jewish lobbies in the US. In this way, Azeri demands would gain support in 

US politics. Former Azeri foreign minister Hasan Hasanov underlines their 

expectations from Israel openly stating that ‘We don’t conceal that we rely on the 

Israeli lobby in the US’.222 

 
Azerbaijan expects that Israeli lobby can provide a counterweight against 

strong Armenian lobby in the US to defend Azerbaijani rights concerning Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict. Abulfas Elchibey the first President of Azerbaijan says: ‘Israel 

could help Azerbaijan in [the] Karabakh problem by convincing the Americans to 

stop the Armenians.’223  Azerbaijani foreign policy makers were perfectly aware of 

the fact that they had to increase the number of their supporters in the US. Because, 

at the end of the Nagorno-Karabakh war, the US Congress imposed sanctions on 

Azerbaijan with the effect of the Armenian lobby. Azerbaijani generals on the other 

hand believed that the weak Azerbaijani army could be developed with the help of 

Israeli technologic and military help against a stronger Armenian army. Because, 

Azerbaijani defeat in Nagorno-Karabakh was partly related with ineffective military 

power of the country. As a result, Israel sold Azerbaijan modern military equipments 
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including advanced aviation, antitank, artillery and anti-infantry weapon systems 

following the conflict224. 
 

3.3.2. SOUTH OSSETIA CONFLICT AND ENERGY SECURITY 

 
Georgia is one of the regional countries in South Caucasus which benefited 

from the development of energy resources in the Caspian basin. But, right after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, ethnic tensions rose in Caucasus and Georgia has 

become one of the states facing this problem. Right now there are two regional 

conflicts in Georgia; South Ossetia and Abkhazia. In fact, these conflicts hinder 

Georgia to be part of further energy projects in South Caucasus. Below an analysis 

of South Ossetia conflict will follow.  

 

South Ossetia is officially an autonomous region in Georgia. Its surface area 

is 3900 km 2. It has one of the smallest rates of population density in Caucasus. 

According to 1993 statistics there were only 70.000 people living in South Ossetia. 

Around 68% of the population is composed of Ossetians. Other than Ossetians 

Russian, Georgian, Armenian and Jewish people live in the region. 

 

The ‘frozen’ conflict in South Ossetia since 1992 suddenly arose the 

attention of the international agenda last year on August 8, 2008. The story of the 

conflict dates back to the beginning of the 20th century. On May 24, 1918 Georgia 

gave equal social and political rights to all minorities living in the country. But, 

Georgians decided to close the regional parliaments in 1919. Georgian rule in South 

Ossetia ended on February 25, 1921 with the entrance of the Red Army to the 

region. Later South Ossetia is included in Georgia with the name ‘South Ossetia 

Autonomous Region’ in 1922. During the Soviet Union rule, the region underwent 

through a ‘stable’ period. But, right after the collapse of the Union, the region 

witnessed many upheavals aiming independence. 

 

South Ossetians first want to gain their independence and then unite with 

North Ossetia. 90% of South Ossetians carry Russian passports225. Following some 
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military clashes between Georgia and South Ossetia  during 1992-1994 period, an 

official cease-fire was declared on July 14, 1922. With this cease-fire, a 4000 unit of 

peace-keeping force composed of Russian, Georgian and Ossetian troops entered 

the region. 

  

This cease-fire was not a long lasting one. In 2008, Georgia claimed that 

South Ossetian troops are bombarding Georgian villages. As a result Georgia 

entered into South Ossetian territory claiming self-defense. 

 

Russian reaction to the Georgian military action was rather radical. On 

08.08.2008 a massive bloc of Russian troops entered South Ossetia. Georgian 

troops withdrew. Russian President Medvedev declared that ‘Russia wouldn’t 

respect territorial integrity of Georgia. Also he pointed to Georgian President Michael 

Saakashvili that ‘He is politically a dead man’226. 

 

In fact Russia’s such radical reaction was a surprise to almost all countries in 

the world. At the time, the attention of the world was focused on the opening 

ceremony of 2008 Beijing Olympics. Even Georgian President Michael Saakashvili 

was in a fitness spa in Italy. Russian PM Vladimir Putin and the US President 

George Bush were in Beijing to attend the ceremonies. 

 

The fact that the Russian military invaded Gori which is only 80-100 km away 

from BTC and Shahdeniz pipelines and Georgia is surrounded by Russia from Black 

Sea has a deeper meaning than simply symbolic. And recent events in South 

Georgia should be analyzed from a perspective including Kosovo’s independence, 

energy security, and Georgia’s dreams for NATO membership. 

 

But, it should be underestimating Russian foreign policy to expect that 

Russia directly damages BTC pipeline. Russia’s entrance into Gori is basically to 

challenge the US and EU in the region. Russia, as the main natural gas supplier of 

European countries would not prefer to be seen more aggressive than it really is. 

Because, Moscow perfectly knows that with such an image the EU will look for 

alternative energy sources to supply its energy needs. In the long term it will mean 
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that Russia will lose its energy market. Moscow at the time was trying to only 

intimidate its rivals and in the long term it will most probably stabilize. 

 

Through the last five years, Georgia took rather successful steps to invite 

foreign investors to its soil. Against rather effective Russian embargo it managed to 

economically develop. Through this period, BTC, Shahdeniz and Baku-Supsa 

pipelines were positively affective. But, with the recent tensions in South Ossetia, 

Georgia faces some difficulties. Despite positive developments, Georgia is still the 

weakest chain of East-West Energy Corridor. In fact, Sedat Laçiner argues that in a 

country the increasing number of pipelines means further national unification and 

peace. If a country’s unity is wanted to be preserved the policy would be to build 

additional energy transportation routes as much as possible227. This can be 

theoretically true but in Georgian case it seems that there are other factors to be 

taken into consideration. The same pipelines can be target of major powers and 

ethnic tensions can be provoked to make the country instable. Similarly Russia is 

uncomfortable with the Western supported BTC in Georgia and it uses every chance 

to increase tension in the region. For example, in South Ossetian case Russian 

pretext was saving the lives of a Russian minority residing in South Ossetia. The 

result of Russian reaction to South Ossetian-Georgian conflict was invasion of 

Georgian territory by Russia. 

 

The BTC supplies 1% of overall global energy needs by producing more than 

1 million barrels/day. When operated professionally, pipelines are the most secure 

oil transportation means. But, with 08.08.2008 incursion of Russia into Georgia, 

Georgia undergoes through difficult times. But, if somehow Georgia domestically 

experiences conflicts and faces with political and military tensions with Russia once 

again, this time operating the BTC safely would be a problem. For example, 

following the clashes in South Ossetia Ravnag Abdulayev the Azerbaijani Energy 

Transportations CEO made a declaration and told that due to an explosion which 

took place in the Turkish part of the BTC pipeline on August 5, 2008 Azerbaijan had 

decided to export its oil through the Baku-Supsa pipeline but the recent ethnic 

clashes in South Ossetia caused an insecure environment in Georgia and made it 

impossible to  continue pumping oil through Batum and Kulevi ports and that’s why 

Azerbaijan had to use Russian route until the security of the BTC pipeline was 
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provided228. As seen from this example, the security of BTC is a highly delicate case 

and the producer and consumer sides of the energy sources don’t have a tendency 

to tolerate cuts or even delays in the flow of energy.  

 

BTC is simply one of the first chains of East-West Energy Corridor. The main 

aim is to connect Kazakh oil and Turkmen natural gas by passing over Caspian Sea. 

But, if in the long term, Georgia will not be able to guarantee the security of the 

region, multinational corporations and Western countries most probably will not be 

willing to invest in such a contentious geography. 

 
To understand Israeli position in relation to South Ossetia conflict first Israeli-

Georgian relations should be reviewed. Israel’s interest in Georgia is based on two 

main issues: selling arms to Georgia and using the BTC pipeline to reach to energy 

resources of the Caspian basin.  

 

Israel has been selling weapons to Georgia since 2000 and the sponsor of 

Georgia is the US in this deal. Israeli military advisors whose numbers changed from 

100-1000 have been active to build the military infrastructure of Georgian army 

completely based on Israeli model. Also, it’s argued that there are two airbases in 

Georgia which can be used by Israeli forces against a possible Iranian threat. 

Israel has always remained a close ally of Georgia. Though it displeased Russia, 

Israel continued to sell weapons to Georgia. Russian General Anatoly Negovitsyn 

says Israel provided Georgia with “eight types of military vehicles, explosives, 

landmines and special explosives’.229 

 

Israel’s close military relations with Georgia can be related to the US strategy 

in the Caucasus. It’s obvious that Israel is part of Western bloc and close ally of 

especially the US in the region. In this situation, it seems that the US didn’t prefer to 

directly involve in Georgia because it didn’t want to increase the tension in relations 

with Russia. The US attempts in the region which can be cited as the Missile Shield 

initiative, supporting Georgian membership to NATO and efforts to weaken the 

Iranian effect in the region together with Israel and fighting against terrorism in 

Central Asia and Caucasus had already caused displeasure among Russians. For 
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all these reasons, the US seems to have granted the chance for Israel to use its 

capabilities in the Caucasus in the name of the US230. 

 

The second reason affecting Israeli interest in Georgia is based on energy 

resources and their transportation. Israeli investors acting together with multinational 

oil giants are interested in pipelines transporting oil from Azerbaijan and gas from 

Turkmenistan through Georgia. The main feature of these pipelines is that they all 

bypass Russian territory. Oil and gas resources currently reach to Ceyhan. Israel 

expects that these supplies can later be transported to Israeli port of Ashkelon and 

the Red Sea port of Eilat through pipelines built under water between Turkey 

(Ceyhan) and Israel. 

 

Through such future plans Israel aims to both support its economy with 

secure energy resources and then to sell these supplies to Far East through Indian 

Ocean. Currently Israeli companies are seeking the means to get the approval of EU 

and the US. It seems that Israeli investors will not face much difficulty because the 

EU wants to reduce its dependency on Russian oil and gas. And the US is aiming to 

decrease its import from the Gulf region in the following years ahead. Potential 

consumers like India, China and Japan have positive attitudes towards Israel’s such 

energy plans. 

 Concerning Israeli interests in Georgia it wouldn’t be a surprise to expect that 

Israel –as part of Western world- supported Georgia in its struggle against Russia 

concerning South Ossetia. For example, it is reported that Georgian Minister Temur 

Yakobashvili says on August 9, 2008 one day after Georgia attacked South Ossetia: 

“The Israelis should be proud of themselves for the Israeli training and 
education received by the Georgian soldiers…”231 

In parallel lines a Swiss-based Israeli journalist Shraga Elam argues that 

Israel, with the US approval, was behind the Georgian attack against South Ossetia. 
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“There is an obvious Israeli involvement in the present conflict between Georgia and 

Russia,” Elam said232.  

South Ossetian leader Eduard Kokoyti on the other hand, asserts that the 

US, Israel and Ukraine are responsible for the conflict in the region. Kokoyti’s claim 

is that these countries continue to support armaments to Georgia even after 

08.08.2008 Russian incursion to South Ossetia. According to Kokeyti, Russia is right 

to defend South Ossetia because first Georgia started the attacks. 

As seen from both of these statements although it’s not officially declared 

and proved Israel has some sort of presence in the region and favors Georgia 

against Russia. But, Israeli support is not in an overt fashion. Because, Israel’s 

counterpart and ‘rival’ is a potential superpower Russia in this South Ossetian case. 

And none of the Israeli leaders would prefer to openly oppose a super power which 

both has vast amounts of natural resources and is very influential in the region. On 

the other hand, Israel has rather close economic relations with Russia. For example, 

Israel receives 80% of its energy supplies from Russia and old Soviet states. But, 

the same Israel fears that Russia may provide military equipments to Iran and Syria 

against Israel. This is a rather risky situation for Israeli national security. As a result, 

Israel followed a pro-active policy and it withdrew its citizens, military experts and 

businessmen just a week before the 08.08.2008 Russian incursion started into 

Georgia233. The aim of Israel was to divert attention from Israeli presence in Georgia 

both economically and military-wise before the crisis took place. 

The recent conflict in Georgia had important implications for Israel’s energy 

security because it was near the BTC and South Caucasus pipelines which are all 

very critical for transporting natural resources to Israel. By various analysts it was 

argued that Russia was sending a message to the Western world about who had the 

means to control the natural resources of the whole region including Central Asia 

and the Caspian basin. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

This study has underlined that in the post-Cold War era Israel’s energy 

policies underwent through a major shift. During the Cold War, Israel imported its 

energy needs from the North Sea, Africa, Mexico and Egypt. Yet, in the post-Cold 

War era, Israel increased its energy imports from Russia and old Soviet states to the 

extent of almost 80%. Moreover, Israel currently imports 20% of its oil needs from 

Azerbaijan.  

 

Thus, particularly Azerbaijan is considered as an important country for Israel 

in the Caucasus. Israeli foreign policy-makers in a way consider Azerbaijan a pivot 

country for Israel in the region, because they think that when bilateral relations are 

improved Israel will attain better means to carry the Caspian basin resources to its 

territory. 

 

As argued in this study Israel’s main concern in the region is based on two 

energy pipelines in Caucasus. The American supported BTC pipeline transports oil 

to Ceyhan from Caucasus, and Israel plans to extend this pipeline to its Eilat port in 

Israel. The Russian supported Blue Stream pipeline carries Russian gas into the 

depth of Anatolia and Israel again wants to extend the pipeline first to Ceyhan and 

then to Israeli territory through an underwater pipeline project. 

 

It is found out that these projects are supported by the Western powers due 

to strategic concerns rather than economic factors.  Yet, Russia also wants to 

strengthen its monopoly on natural gas markets through increasing the number of its 

consumer countries and extending the scope of its pipelines. The US and EU on the 

other hand, want to weaken the influence of Russia in Caucasus. The BTC pipeline 

is only a chain of further pipelines projected in the future aiming this ultimate target 

of building more and more pipelines in the region. 

 

As a conclusion Israel’s stance concerning pipelines is highly pragmatic. In 

fact, it’s a staunch ally of the Western world, but it also has deep economic relations 

with Russia especially in energy issues since Ariel Sharon government of 2001. 

With its pro-active energy policies, Israel wants to secure its energy supplies for the 
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future. Even from today Israel’s energy security is guaranteed at least until 2020, 

through various deals especially with Egypt and Russia. 

 

Secondly, from the analysis of Nagorno-Karabakh and South Ossetia 

conflicts, it is concluded that although there are some state and non-state actors to 

cause risks for the security of pipelines, the highest risk factor to cause disruptions 

in the flow of natural resources in the region is the ethnic instability. In addition, non-

state actors like Al-Qaeda has always remained a nuisance in the region especially 

following 9/11 events. Three major attempted attacks took place in the region 

targeting pipelines so far. But, all of them failed and it seems that a terrorist attack is 

unlikely to cause a major burden on energy pipelines. 

 

Furthermore, it can be concluded that regional instabilities and ethnic 

clashes have the highest potential to cause risks for the security of pipeline routes in 

the South Caucasus. The possible risks to be caused through these conflicts seem 

to be limited with temporary delays rather than physical threats or continuous cuts 

on the flow of resources to international markets. Since Israel sides with the 

Western bloc, it supports Azerbaijan in Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and Georgia in 

South Ossetia conflict. Yet, Israel’s support to these countries is not openly 

declared, official support. Officially, Israel retains its neutrality concerning the 

regional powers. Thus it is concluded that Israel should pursue proactive policies to 

solve regional conflicts in Caucasus, because these conflicts have the potential to 

harm its energy security in the Caspian basin. For example, Israel may help to 

democratic and economic growth of both Azerbaijan and Georgia together with the 

US and EU. As democratized and economically developed countries, these two 

countries will further integrate with the Western world and strengthen their position 

against regional powers like Iran and Russia. In this way, the burdens on 

transporting natural resources to the Western markets will be eased and Israel for 

example will be positively affected from the resulting situation. 
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